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Dave Baff on accord Ian for the Southern Maine Blues Society All Stars (above). On sax, Morgan Wltthoft sits In (below).

People who live the blues;
peopl wh lose the blues
w.o. Cutlip

and helicopters and other neat things fill the screen.
If you are particularly unfortunate, you may even
If your resolve fails this evening and you do not
catch the products themselves singing the blues. On a
kick back on the divan to read another 20 chapters of
given night, one might be serenaded by automobiles,
Proust's "Remembrance of Things Past," you will, in
toilets, household cleansers, hamburgers, band aids,
all probability, turn your television on and bask in its
suppositories - the list is endless. It will be clear to
light.
you then that Madison Avenue has discovered the
This is not a tragedy. It happens to many otherwise blues.
good people. There's nothing to be ashamed of, or not
This is much like Columbus discovering America.
much. Your family understands even if your friends
The natives, of course, knew it was here all along.
do not.
Like the Native Americans, blues music aficionados
Should you find yourself in front of the tube
watch the corporate Nina, Pinta and Santa Maria sail
tonight, slack-jawed and perhaps drooling slightly, try into their harbor with some trepidation.
to rouse yourself. from your habitual television-watchThe history of the blues is already filled with
ing stupor to take notice of a phenomenon: many of
episodes of exploitation by persons and institutions
the sponsors for the programs you watch sell their
not necessarily known for their dishonesty. As the
products with the music of a heretofore obscure
current popularity of the blues invites ever more
musical subculture, a purist idiom called the blues.
commercial development by cynical pop culture
The blues may play softly in the background while raiders, the people who love the blues - the people
richly photographed scenes of natural splendor fill you who live the blues -look to the future with great
with a desire to drink Canadian beer. Or the blues
anxiety.
might be sung lustily by some masculine paradigm
who exhorts you to Be All You Can Be, while tanks
continued on page 7
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The Big Deal

484 Congress Street

Topless isn't nude

Two convenient locations:
30 City Center, Portlalld • 772-7296
71 US Route I, Scarborough • 883-7363

An eclectic coUeetion of wearab/es from this century for men & women.

Being a nudist in the midst of a clothing compulsive society is a
constant source of amusement to me, I chuckled at the article in
Updates entitled "Portlandleaderseyenudedancers." (CBW5.3.9O).
A woman wearing a "scant bikini bottom" is not nude. Oh, sure ... I
know what you meant, and I know it's a common mis-usage of the
word, but it misdirects attention form the real problem here exploiting women to drag repressed men in by their libidos to sell
them some booze. SICK! SICK! SICK! Let's call it "lewd dancing."
Lewd behavior can be accomplished in scant bikini bottoms, in
Arctic survival gear, or by a guy in jeans and T-shirt at a bar.
Generations of social nudists have proven that the few square
inches of human epidermis that were the focus of this article are
completely harmless... even in contact wi th fresh air and sunshine.
Honest! This is a problem of behavior, not of fashion. We continue
to hurt nudists, women, and even the guys at the bar (though they'd
neveradrnitit) by confusing "nude" with '1ewd" andassurning that
a problem this pervasive and complex can be fixed with a few scraps
of cloth.

Roger T. Landry
Poland Springs

Story lacked girl's coach

RICHARD - PARK~ -GALLERY
A, Full Si:e Studio
Frame with
Premium Plus
Futon
reg, $-+95
SPECIAL $349
B. Metal Bunk Bcd
with Ladder
Blue, White, Red
INCLUDES
MATTRESS
reg. $-+89
SPECIAL $389
C. Wood and Canvas
Easy Chair by Doxey
Mahogany, Natural,
Green and White
$89
D. EMU Derby
Outdoor Chair
reg. $-+5
SPECIAL $39

PORTLAND
288 Fore Street •
774-1322

BANGOR

ELLSWORTH

170 Park Street • High Street
942-6880
667-3615

f
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~ftTfRlftl
O~JfCTS
Portland, Maine 041 01
774-1241 • SPRING HOURS:
Monday-Saturday 10:30-5:00

Pictures bring it home.
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Surf's Up! '

VVEEKLY
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Free 2nd set of prints p"lus
Free film every day of the week!
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RICHARD ' PARK~ , GALLERY

As I read Mike Quinn's article on high school basketball, I kept
waiting for the profile of a girl's coach. When the article closed, my
disappointment was exacerbated by the gratuitous homily about
"dedicated fishers of young men." I was amazed that the Casco Bay
WeekIy,predictablechampionofeverydowntroddencause,legitimate or otherwise, would print such an unbalanced piece.
Two of my sisters are outstanding basketball players. They were
fortunate to have excellent coaches throughout their years in the
Cape Elizabeth school system, starting with Don Orcutt's program
formiddle-schoolersandcontinuingwithCapeHigh'sRickDiFusco
- a man of exceptional talent. Both young women went on to
become exceptional college basketball players.
My sisters and their teammates put their all into every game they
have ever played. Theirdedication wasas intense and theircoaches'
commitment as deep as their male counterparts', yet they always
played in echoing gyms that only filled up as spectators arrived
early for the boys' games that followed. Their accomplishments
constantly took a backseat to men's in all local media,noticeably the
Portland newspapers. Recently some to the area's best female basketball players gathered at Southern Maine Technical College for a
New England regional tournament. My family and r, veteran
women's basketball followers, weren' tsurprised afthe small crowd
and absence of media coverage. (Mike Quinn must have been
fiShing.)
As usual, the Casco Bay Weekly proves thatit'sgotquitea sense
of myopia when it comes to clearly seeing the big picture. I'm still
not sure of the point of Quinn's article, but at least the paper hasn't
lost it's knack for not letting too many facts get in the way of it's
reporting.

•
Grace Houghton
Cape Elizabeth

Let's Talk leader rebuts
Concerning" Advocates Leave Homeless Group" (5.3.90): Let's
Talk has provided service to an estimated 700 calls in the last six
months. We provide comprehensive services to the individuals
who call us. Our services are run in a genuine caring fashion. We
work very hard to make sure people get proper help. We address
and work with agencies. We transport people. There is though one
problem. Some time ago we had to dismiss four people from our
group for various reasons. This was decided not by me alone bu t by
all of the peer advocates majority rule. These four people - David
Bouthilette, Tom Andrews, Stewart Leach and Pat Wescott spoke
oulin the article. Three of them stated I was forcing homeless pcople
into mental hospitals. I will say this is an extreme discredit for the
truth. Why be petty? Why lie?
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MAY SPECIALS
• CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS
INSTALLED
for as low as $995 with cash discount.
Includes: 2 extension wands, Rug Tool, Floor/Wall Tool. Dusting

Tool, Upholstery Tool, Crevice Tool and Storage "Hang Bag".

• IN~THE~COUNTER
FOOD PROCESSOR INSTALLED
as low as $945 with cash discount.

DON'T GIVE YOUR WALLET A

WORKOUT

Processor includes: Clear Bowl with handle, Lid, Tamper,
Steel Cutting & Mixing Blade, Slicer Disk, Shredder Disk,
French-Fry Disk, Base Adapter & Power Unit.
Operates 12 appliances. Other options include: Blender, Fruit
Juicer, Mixer, Knife Sharpener, Coffee Grinder and lee Crusher.

• 200 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
as low as $785 with cash discount.
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Additional 10% discount with this coupon.
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HEALTH CLUB

or 1-800-2.8~-~RE
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BUD DRY .••
THE FIRST!
Since Bud Dry, now available in
Maine, is the first cold filtered
dry brewed beer - you are in for
an exciting, unique taste experi-

ence. Thatiswhywe
say...... "Try Bud
Dry!" Here's a baseball oddIty ... The man
who hurled THE bestpitched game in big
league history, incredibly, wound up losing
that game!. .. On May
26, 1959, Harvey HaddiJI: pitched a perfect
game for 12 innings,
the only time in the
major leagues anybody
ever did that ... He retired 36 cortseculive baners, an all-lime record

for one game-but his own team
didn't score and he lost the game in
the 13th inning ... Thus the greatestever pitChing performance resulted
in a loss! Bud Dry has a distinct
appeal .. _one that complements
Bud and Bud Light. The combination of dry brewing and cold

filtering gives Bud Dry that
smooth new taste with no
aftertaste. Here's one that may
surprise you ... Among racing'sTriple
Crown-the Kentucky
Derby, Preakness and
Belmont Stakes-which
race is the oldest? .. It's
NOT the Kentucky
Derby... I n fact, the
Derby is the youngest of
the Triple Crown races ...
The Belmont was first
run in 1867, the Preakness in 1873, and the first
Kentucky Derby was in
1875. Try Bud DryNow available in all
nne restaurants and grocery
stores. AmaZingly, of all the heavyweight boxing champions of the
world in this century, only 2 never
lost a fight in their pro careers ... The
only 2 undefeated heavyweight
champions: Rocky Marciano, who
was champ from 1952 to 1956, and
the present champion, Mike Tyson.
Beer - A good part of the good
life!

Casco Bay Weekly is a member
of the Association of Alternative
Newsweeklies

I ;~'/J:f 8 "J~I[; $25 I
Portland A Regency

892.-0119

No persall may lake more than one
of I!ilch issue wilhoullhe permission

of Casco Bt1!f Weekly. Additional
oopies of the cummt issue and/or
some back issues may be purchased
for $11!ilch al the Casco Bt1!f Weekly
office. Domestic subscriptians are
lI1IliJed 3rd class and are $36/year,
payable in advance.

STEP AEROBICS ARE HERE!
LOOK FOR US AT BACK COVE FAMILY DAY
SUNDAY, MAY 27 FOR A STEP AEROBIC DEMO

CYR INDUSTRIES INC.

Casco Bay Weekly
distributes 20,000 papers free
of charge every Thursday.

--U~~d
Mike Quinn
Let's Talk
VIEWS are upinions. Your views are here, and somelimes ours. Please be brief
when you write, and please include a phone number (which will not be
published) so that we can verify your leiter. Mail to: VIEWS, Casco Bt1!f
Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland, ME. 04102.

•

The Annual
Downeast
Booksale!

20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT

871-7054

.
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UPDATES
Photo Day
(Two Day Guarimtwd Service)

2 FOR 1
Bring your fIlm to
Downeast
on
Wednesday or
Saturday and reo
ceive Double color
prints for our everyday low one print
Applies to 3 112" lu stre surface prints or custom glOJ;sy
Oesignerprin ts· on C-41 process develop & pri nt. orders
only. Can not be combined with any other sale otTer.

Chiefs endorse D.A. contender

Overdue library could return

A candidate for Cumberland County District Attorney has
snagged endorsements from three Cumberland County police
chiefs, and the acting district attorney said the endorsements are
"very troubling." On May 16, Democratic candidate David Perkins announced that police chiefs Michael Chitwood of Portland,
Ronald Allanch of Westbrook, and Robert Schwartz of South
Portland were endorsing him. While Perkins acknowledged that
the case-load of the district attorney's office has "grown by 30-40
percent in recent years, he said that area police chiefs are "frustrated" because "their perception is that (the district attorney's)
office is not well managed."
"I never sought (endorsements from chiefs) when I ran because
I thought it was inappropriate," said present district attorney Paul
Aranson. Local chiefs have criticized Aranson for not prosecuting
cases aggressively enough. Aranson asserts that to prosecute or
not prosecute is the district attorney's decision and that his office
should "be independent from police departments, not extensions
of police departments....The three chiefs want to control the D.A.'s
office and I find that dangerous." The district attorney added that
it was "very troubling that would occur ... There wouldn't be
endorsement without promises made. I want to know what those
promises were."

Burbank Library may be
shelved in "satellite city hall"

Stabbing may kill Angie's

Southern Yellow Pine
Simple to assemble, easily transported, and available in
twin, double and queen sizes, all in stock .
We carry the largest selection of frames, futons and
covers in New England. Futons priced from $89 to $189.
Futons made speciall y for us by C!Ji!:!...~~5/!?.

FurON FuRNIsIDNGS

AMaine OwnedCom!XlllY
62l. Fm'StAwnuenear~ Cornel; POOiand,Maine 871-0578 • Mon&Utms 10-8, lUes, ~&Fril(}'7,
lli4 Ma.sta(anU"mcan~ IX=ut-andptr.;malc:Jxdsweirome • Saisfadicn Guan:lIU!ed' bit £BIlL 295 • ne.t}l0I-1tB!, l'UltdIe
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WOODY ALLEN'S
CRIMES AND
MISDEMEANORS

The City of Portland's case for shutting down Angie's restaurant on Commercial Street was strengthened after two men were
stabbed there recently, but Angie's owner maintains that the
stabbing was an isolated incident.
"This was a meteorite," said Angie's owner Stephen Angelone
of the stabbing incident that occurred on May 20 that left two men
hospitalized and one man in jaiL The alleged stabber, Michael
Gladu was from Maryland and was on probation after having
done time there. "We didn't know he was a jailbird and had a
concealed weapon. We check for IDs, not personality disorders ...
We acted as diligently as we could." Angelone said that Gladu
drank only cranberry juice, was bounced out of the bar at the first
sign of trouble and that the stabbing occurred outside of Angie's.
The city council voted to deny Angie's a liquor license in
December but the state overruled that decision. A city appeal of
the overruling is pending. Angelone said that for the past nine
months he had been "walking on egg shells and had no violations" in the hope of winning back local officials' favor.
But Lt. Richard Rizzo said that the latest incident didn't "all of
the sudden erupt from nowhere. There was an altercation - he
didn't just pull the knife out of the sky." Rizzo said that he
originally had recommended denying Angie's liquor license last
December because of its "record of criminal activity and the lack
of management to intercede in that type of activity." Rizzo said
otheriocal bars "have problems, but notto the degree that Angie's
has."

Ganley pitches downtown plan
City Manager Ganley's wants to spruce up downtown Portland, and wants to create a group to oversee the improvements.
Ganley said that he will recommend the city council approve the
creation of the quasi-governmental Downtown Portland Improvement Corporation. With $750,000 that is expected to be approved
for revitalizing the Upper Congress Street area, Ganley said that
the corporation could oversee issuing loans and grants that could
"improve the physical condition of buildings," "spur new development," and "increase property values." Creation of the board
would require city council approval. The Portland Planning board
presently is hammering out a plan called "Downtown Vision"
which shares Ganley' s goals.

Armored truck joins cop's fleet

"Potently funny and powerfully
moving .. . 'Crimes and Misdemeanors'
is so funny it hurts."
Peter Travers/ Rolling Stone

The newest addition to the Portland Police Department's fleet
is an armored truck that will haul Portland's SWAT-like Special
Response Team (SRT) to and from high-charged situations. DeputyChiefJohn Brennan said that an armored vehicle has been on
the police department's wish list ever since the SRT first assembled five years ago but that an estimated cost of $75,000$100,000 was prohibitive. But that cost was avoided when Brinks
Inc. of Maine donated one of its trucks, which has been fixed-up
and painted for police work. Brennan said that the team, which
responds to "critical incidents" such as "shooting situations" that
can involve hostages, get "three to six" calls a year. Since the team
will store it's more than 1,000 pounds of equipment which includes a "large variety of high tech weapons" on board the truck,
the team will be able to get to situations in a fraction of the time,
Brennan said.

WEIRD NEWS:
Lower Lobby
151 Middle St.
PorUand, Maine

VIDEOPORT

orSuspending Kenneth Worles' driver's license after his sixth
arrest fordriving under the influence didn't keep the Naples, Fla.,
man off the road. He was arrested for drunk driving again when
he ran a red light at a busy intersection. He was riding his 10horsepower lawn mower.
Roland Sweet/AlterNet

The Burbank Library, a 19,000 volume collection that has been
in storage since 1985, may soon have a new home. This summer
the Portland City Council will weigh proposals for the relocation
of the library, some of which would place the library in a new
setting as early as the summer of 1991.
The Burbank Library originally made its home in a Pleasant
Avenue storefront until the building was sold in 1981. As a
temporary measure, the collection was moved to vacant classrooms at Longfellow Elementary School, but rising enrollment
forced the school administration to reclaim that space. The collection has been in limbo for five years.
The best suggestion for the new Burbank Library may be City
Manager Robert Ganley' s "satellite city hall" project, which incorporates a mini-police station and some city services into the
library's overall design. Ganley proposes that the $750,000 library/police station/city hall be built next to the Evergreen
cemetery on Stevens Avenue.
Some opponents of the satellite city hall say that, in the long
run, it might hurt the city as a cohesive unit. "We're trying to
revitalize the downtown area," said Parkside Neighborhood
Association President Kerri Lord. "Having city services out in
Deering is just one more reason not to come downtown."
Other opponents of Ganley's plan claim that support for a
satellite city hall is not out there. Charles Harlow campaigned
against the satellite city hall in his successful bid to represent
District 5 on the city counciL "I talked to 300 or 400 people about
(the proposed city hal!)," Harlow said, "and to date, only two
people have come out in favor of it."
A counter proposal which eliminates the satellite city hall
altogether would give the city "more bangs for the buck," according to Riverton Community Association vice president Janice
Carpenter. The proposal, estimated to cost taxpayers $850,000,
calls for the addition of a new wing on LongfellOW Elementary
School which would house the Burbank library, a few new classrooms and office space for the Portland Department of Recreation.
"Space is critical," said Carpenter. "Moving the Department of
Recreation out of city hall would ease the overcrowding there,
while the new classes would give Longfellow somewhere to put
their kindergarten classes and still have room to grow ."
Longfellow's kindergarten classes are currently held in the basement of Deering High SchooL
Deputy Police Chief John Brennan welcomed Ganley's inclusion of a police substation in the satellite city hall, but said that it
was not exactly what the department wanted. "The original plan
was for a separate, stand-alone substation downtown in the
Congress Square area," he said. "Because of budget constraints,
the plans were put on hold until next year." Brennan acknowledged that a heightened police presence in Deering is not a local
law-cnforcement priority, but added that such a facility would be
useful. "It's an extra resource that the department would have
appreciated," he said. "This is not to say that police service will
collapse if this facility is not realized, but we would have appreciated it. It could be focal point for officers to meet with citizens
and a quiet place for officers to fill out a report."
Ganley proposed the satellite project as a means of easing the
parking crunch around city hall and making such services as the
sale of licenses and the payment of taxes more convenient for
Deering residents. Bu t he said he is not wedded to the idea of the
satellite city hall. "The name 'satellite city hall' has been thrown
around loosely," he said. '1t's not the focus. The building will be
a branch library for the Burbank Library, with a couple of (police)
officers, where people can pay their taxes and register their cars.
It's not a city hall, although we've all used that term.
When the library trustees came to me and put the proposal
forward to put a branch library out in that part of the city again,
we began talking about a multi-use building. The feeling was that
if we build the building, we should put some city services in there.
But I'm going to leave that up to the library board. They are the
driving force behind all this."
Part of that "driving force," Portland Public Library's director
Sheldon Kaye, said that the library board of trustees prefers the
Evergreen Cemetery site for a new Burbank branch. "We want to
serve the area that had been served by that other branch," he said .
"We looked at lots all over the place, but the more we thought
about it, the more we thought the area right around the Evergreen
Cemetery on Stevens Avenue would be the ideal place. When Bob
Ganley came to the same conclusion, that met our needs perfectly."
Kaye said that the library board would not approve the Longfellow Elementary School proposal. "From the point of view of
branch usage, it's a concern," he said. "It would be most conducive to the most people if (the branch) had an independent
identity. With some people, a school setting might be off-putting.
We want to be in as neutral a setting as possible."
Kaye believes that a new Burbank library will be standing,
somewhere, by the end of next summer. The city council will
wrestiewith the issue when it considers the capital improvements
budget on June 12.
W.D. Cutlip

Business & Social Catering
Gourmet-To-Go
-;;·· 'I~ ··~"'>·'~

7. free Street
PortIandMaine 04101

~~~

......"

207879-7000
fax: 207 879·7777

A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
fabulous food • Mar2aritas

from south of the border
from out M this world
OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri.
242 St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 874-6444
• TID Juan's CONCORO, NH

~~~

• Margarita's ORONO, ME

FRANK). GAZIANO
C.E.O. National Dlstributors,lnc.

ART

SEATING
FURNITURE

TIPOCHAIR
METAl/VINYL

OIMORA

WORKS

99.00
WOODEN
HIGH LACQUER

154.00

GABY
LEATHER
349.00

CHERRY CHAIR

1.550.00

JENEPHER BURTON
DANA HOOPER
LORI AUSTILL
ARTHUR FINK
TARA LOUGHLIN
THOMAS PATION

DIMORA 26 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND. ME 04101
(207) 775 7049

HOURS MON·SAT 10-6 SUN 12-5

DEEDEE LOOK
CATERING
Nouvelle French and American Cuisine
P.O . Box 1864 Portland. ME 04104

207-797-5054

Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy, M.A.
Certified Reality Therapist
• Individual, family and group counseling
• Issues of personal growth, depreSSion & addiction
• Co nsultant for mdividuals with special needs

LAS E R
CARTRIDGE
RECYCLING
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What do the
Maine Mall and
DiMillo's Restaurant
have in common?
With this ring, I thee wed ..

:

••
•

•

•
:
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Bridal Jewelry ~
Dana Truman at his shop: Lex Luthler Custom Guitars.

Tomorrow's Antiques

BLUES ROBBED BLIND
continued from front page

Guitar heroes

NEW

••••

works

TI-lERID UGHTREVUE

~

by
Glenn J.

featuring
King Cadlllac & The Eldorado Horns
May 23 Raool\ Daoc, Party
May 25 UNE, priva~?'fIY
May 26 Q""ktillia! Duck Ract,jaason, ~'H
May 27 Sooesla, 1\xIbnd, p''''f party
Mano Raool\ Daoce Party
May 31 OOB Summ Kick·OO Ba.sh, Mr. Go<xIIYm, OOB
June 1&2 Mr. Go<xIIYm OOB

Cyr

GERALDINE

"Tide Pool IV"

a....;,:==::=-.:..:==--::....::_-=.-=.=_~---l

EO. BAILEY ~'"'
ANTIQUARIANS r ~11

AN TIQUE W O L F
&ESTATE JEWELRY
Tues. Sat. 11·5

137-141 MIDDLE ST.

26

MilK STREET
PORTLAND. MAl NE 04101

l1~:~st.

Portland's Old Port
Daily 10-6

ro1<:.ill
s,.flThulf,

June 9

'Ih)1lf.e~ xOCd, priva~ 1"11)'

WGX Noalilme Oxmt, MOOwnenl~"
E". Frurungham loLl, pri",~ party
Aft.12~ fri"" party
Bid ul &II, Sooes~ Horl
Koool's Daoce Party
Mai", M<d. ,pri"'~ I"r:y
II~I foil \I\iIiams I1nlliy Fun o.y, C:~
l~7;jJ AcgustI, fri"~ party
E", Clxxenw' joe Ho\;s:<x! ,I Raoul's

Every Wedll~y Nigltt is Ladies Night at Raoul', with

the Red Ught Revue -lldies Admiu.cd Freel
Now booking weddings and corporate
parties for spring a: .ummCr.

Berrypatch Necklace

for
FLOWER LOVERS
MAY21 - JUNE 3

K~

June 8

June H
June 15
June 16

SALE

MAR

June 6

PORTIAND, ME 04101
TEL. (207) 774-1479 -...,."bW:,W

107·774 - ,994

MAINE
POTTERS

••••

!

sterling silver
with chain $20

Berrypatch
Earrings
sterling silver $24

a9

d. cole jewelers

CALL 883-2802

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.

10 Exchange Street, Portland· 772·5119
Sunday 12 to 5, Monday-Saturday 10-6, Thursday 'ti\S

rl':~mmtmmI~m

Jim Crocker
and Bruce Campbell arePort-

land's favorite morning radio team.
Why? Because they put an adult
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
"Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

Portland's News/Talk Station

Qoodwlth

c!:lpo.n

~';'
~::::~
.

'

:
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TAKE-OUT.... CATERING

At eight o'clock on Thursday night, the folks
at Lex Luthier's Custom Guitars on Forest
Avenue hang out the "closed" sign and turn
up their amplifiers. This is Blues Jam Night,
and six or seven people show up to take turns
improvising over a basic, 12-bar blues. Everyone in the room plays an electric guitar.
Dana Truman, Lex Luthier himself, steps up
to the microphone and sings "Sweet Home
Chicago." Choking the neck of his custom
Stratocaster with deliberate ferocity, he
squeezes out licks and runs between verses,
compact musical expressions built around the
flatted thirds and sevenths of the blues scale.
Dana plays the blues with great intensity and
great love.
"I was listening to the blues before I was
born," he says. "My mom has been a musician
since she was about three." Dana has only
played guitar for five years, but he is in a
position to catch up fast. Lex Luthier Custom
Guitars shares a building with Portland's
premier music emporium, Raoul's Roadside
Attraction. When the stars of rhythm and blues
come to town to play, Dana is right there to
meet them, and maybe sell them a few guitar
picks. Blues greats like Ronnie Earl, Duke
Robillard and Omar Dikes have all passed
through his shop at one time or other. Many
have done more than just pass through.
"Luther 'Guitar Junior' Johnson was in here
one night," he says. "We got his whole band
going and a few of us jammed with them. It
was a fun night."
Due to his personal and professional
proximity to blues music and blues artists,
Dana is uniquely situated to observe the latest
incarnation of blues subculture. He is disinclined to philosophize or pass judgement on it,
however. "Right now, with the SO-QUed blues
revival at its peak, it's a popular thing to talk
about," he says. "To me, it's music that's meant
to be played. I don't want to be part of a big
group discussion on the meaning of it all. Just
play it."
The one thing that Dana will gladly discuss
with all comers is the tendency of some
musicians to promote a slavish adherence to
existing forms. "You don't have to be a clone,"
he says. 'When people come up with instructional video tapes on how to play an Albert
Collins solo note for note, they're over analyzing. It's better to listen to the music to get the
feel for it and then come up with your own
style."
But the tendency to mimic form, to imitate
the greats, is ingrained in the guitar hero
culture. TIlat we live in such a cul ture cannot
be denied; magazine racks are dotted with
publications like Guitar, Guitar Player, Hot
Licks, Bass Player, and Texas Guitar. Each of
the above rnagazines features several pages of
note-by-note transcriptions of solos by well
known musicians in three genres: rock, jazz
and blues.
Schools like the Berloee School of Music, the
Guitar Institute of Technology, and the National Guitar Summer Workshop drill students

CBW/Tonee Harbert

in the techniques of the masters. Music stores
like Starbird Music on Forest Avenue in
Portland carry guitar-hero study books, of
which thousands, perhaps millions, have been
published worldwide.
Nelson George, music editor of Billboard
magazine and author of "The Death Of
Rhythm and Blues," calls the tendency of
many players to copy the masters the archival
instinct. "(When) I hear certain white musicians play the blues," said George in a recent
Guitar Player interview, "it reminds me of
wa tching a classical concert. They seem very
concerned about playing the notes right as
written or originally conceived; I don't hear a
lot of things that sound new. They are trying to
prove their worth by playing something that's
been played already."
Yet most people get involved with the blues
and blues music organizations because they
have fallen in love with precisely those sounds,
the recorded works of the blues masters. The
blues, as noted above, is a purist's idiom, and
its adherents are largely committed to preserving the characteristic fonns and expressions of
the blues. As in folk music and other purist
idioms, originality and innovation are often
looked upon as the works of the devil.
Consider the case of Grammy winner
Robert Cray. Cray made a name for himself by
going outside the standard 12-bar blues
structure and expressing "non-traditional"
concepts in his music. (For instance, the protagonist in the song "Right Next Door" expresses a sense of guilt for seducing a woman
and subsequently destroying her marriage; this
is a truly revolutionary innovation in blues
music.) Many blues aficionados have attempted to make it quite clear that Robert Cray
is not a blues musician. "He's a pop star," said
one blues fan. "Don't confuse him with the
blues."
The attempt to legislate tastes within a genre
by syllogistically placing a musician outside of
that genre is common to purist idioms: I like

blues. I do not like Robert Cray. Therefore Robert
Cray does not play the blues. However, not all
traditionalists have counted Robert Cray out.
"Robert's trying to take blues to a more
commercial audience by integrating (blues)
with rock," said Southern Maine Blues Society
president Ed Noyes. "It's good to see that a
blues musician can make that crossover, get on
MlV. But I prefer traditional, basic blues."
The average annchair musicologist will
have already noted, of course, that there's
nothing new about "integrating" blues with
rock. Rock 'n roll is the direct descendant of the
blues, a combination of blues structures and
popular themes blended in the Cuisinart of the
folk process. The guitar hero culture is suffused with this knowledge; several subgenres
in rock 'n roll are self consciously derivative of
the blues, like rockabilly, British blues and
roadhouse rock. A few of the artists in the
above subgenres freely admit that they have
been influenced by blues artists.
In some cases, however, "influenced" may
be the wrong word. A significant number of
contemporary pop/rock musicians have been
"influenced" by blues artists in much the same
way Bonnie and Oyde were "influenced" by
rontinued on page 9
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Small Order of RIBS -$2.95
•
Acadian Haddie Salad Sandwich on
:
Jalapeno Cheese Bread (dinnerl - $2.95.

•
60 OCEAN STREET' •• SOUTH PORTlAND· • ·7.7-71..
. . . . I Hours: Tues. - Sat. • I 1:30am - I 0:30pm. Sun. 4:30pm - 10:30pm
Closed Mondays • Sunday Night Blues Jam

They're not afraid to use natural gas.

Northern
Utilities
Wann up to natural gas.
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: Luncheon Specials of the Week

Custom Orders, Specializing in
Engagement Rings ~ Wedding Rings
~
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What do the
Holiday Jnn and the
Maine -Mall Cinema
have in common?
They're not afraid to use natural gas.

Northern
Utilities
Wann up to natural gas.

HOME PLATE
Proud of
your Little
Leaguers?
Bring
them
in for
breakfast
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BLUES ROBBED BLIND

, - ' ENERGY WORKSHOP

continued from page 7

CENTaI FOR PHYSICAl. TMERAPY & FITNESS

Get more out of your fitness
membership than lust exerebel
Compare our service,:
• In-depth medical screening
and fitness tesflng.
• Prenatal & postparttm
program.
• Educaflon on prevention and
reconditioning of specific
athleflc InJUrieS.
• Access to physical therapy
services.
• Corporate rate for employeefitness memberships.
• Low-cost. monthly. 6 months.
or yearly rates.
• Training on high-tech weight
machines and In fitness pool.
Stop by or call today I

878-2244

1250 Forest Ave" Porfland 04103

146 Ocean St., South Portland.
Tel. 799-SAVE

Used & Out-of-Print Books '
We buy hoob, too_
Tue. to Fri. 12:30-5, Sat. 11 :30-4
Other times by chance ...

the banking institutions of the Midwest. Many
rich, famous white guitar heros are in fact
guitar villains. And, in a very material way,
many lesser-known black blues musicians are
victims of the guitar hero culture.

SAMUEL ROBERT

THE SPECIAllST IN ULTRASUEDE AND COMPANION FASHIONS & ACCESSORIES

~

The most American music
Tim O'Neill's voice bounces off the walls of
the U.S.M. student center in Portland as if the
building were empty, which it surely isn't.
Many passers-by look askance at Tim, but he
fails to notice. Tim is talking about his passion,
the blues, and nothing else matters.
"Blues as a musical idiom has a more
emphasized cultural base than a lot of other
fonns," he says. 'The blues came right out of
the work camps in the south, under the
oppression of slavery."

ANNUAL SPRING SALE ~

in af~~nrin~!E, .

$80 off all suits
$60 off all coats
$40 off all pants

Stop
or browse for hours.
Enjoy!

($365-$565)
($365-$425)
($180-$200)

Also, a special 20% - 70% off
selected fashions.
20% off our selection of

JOAN & DAVID

Tim O'Neill at WMPG

deSigner shoes

~E8~
FREEPORT
Freeport Village Sq.
Depot & Bow Sts.
865-3424

TRI-FIT SPORTSWEAR
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
IN A RAINBOW OF
NEON COLORS!

KI'ITERY

Maine Outlet
Coastal Rle. 1
439-6291

MANCHESTER, VT
Manchester Commons
Vermont
802-362-4111

NEW BEDFORD, MA
Howland Place
Massachusctts
508-994-8095

32 Exchange Street
IN THE OLD PORT

773-8101

SPECIAL ,
PuRCHASE.

IT'S 2:00 AM.
DO YOU
KNOW

WHERE

YOUR
GRILLED

SAIMON
IS?
A Queen Ringstitch
86x86
White Goose Down
Comforter

$179

West German
1000Al Cotton Ticking
600 Fill Power
rDC"T'n

E GUARANTEE

Cl iddledowrU"
FACfORY
STORE

An Authentic

European
Down Shop

Lza does. She knows
where you can find
Pecan YaYas with
Ginger Custard Sauce.

NEW M!;.!lgL~KY

GRAND RE-OPENING
WEDNESDAY, MAY 30, 10-8

Union Station Plaza, 270 St. John Street, Portland 774-2219 Exit 5A from 1-295
HOURS: Monday-Friday 10-8, Saturday 10-5
• Superb SALE on Water Damaged Instrumentsreconditioned "Survivors of the Fire"
• Selected Acoustic & Electric guitars
up to an UNBELIEVEABLE 90% OFF!
• Outrageous savings on salvaged straps, books, accessories.
• Effects pedals $20.

Liza serves food people
dream about when most
people are doing just
that.
Come find what you've
been missing. Maybe
she can even help you
find that stray sock.
Only at Liza's.

LiZIS

~

Late Night Lounge 2S Forest Ave

Wed/1bu 5-1am Frl/Sat 5-3am
next to Zootz

865-1713
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, ",. Coming Saturday, June 2

AN CRARY and HARVEY
• FREE WORKSHOP 3-5 at our new loc;'a;ti~o~n~.iiIIID;.....1
• CONCERT 8:00 Tickets $12.50

BUCKDANCER'
CHOICE
MUSIC COMPANY
Union Station Plaza
270 SI. John
Portland 774-2219

Tim freely acknowledges that discussions of
race will always follow tl.
who follow the
blues. But the experience of meeting the living
legends of the blues through Ius job as
"Evenin' Sun" D.J. at WMPG has given him
invaluable insight into the subject. "Most of the
musicians I've met through working with the
Southern Maine Blues Society and MPG - all of
them have an incredible openness to any
musician who has the inspiration to play the
blues, talented or untalented." he says. "The
music breaks down at that level. If you can
play the blues, play it right, that means that
you know the blues.
"But I know some people who consider that
white blues is not the real thing. They listen to
it, but they don't think it's part of the essence
of the blues."
The above demonstrates what Tim calls an
"emphasized cultural base," the fact that blues
and blackness are inseparable in the common
conception of an American cultural landscape.
There is no Chinese question, no Peruvian or
Latvian angle to be explored by musicologists
studying the blues.
However, no one would be surprised to
learn that, in the thousands of books and
magazine articles tha t analyze or discuss the
cultural roots of the blues, the word "black"
seldom appears in a sentence or paragraph
without being balanced somehow by the word
"white." And in the context of the blues,
whiteness seldom connotes anything good.
Alas: not without reason.
It's a familiar tune, an old blues number
about race relations in America that plays on
and on.
Ed Noyes put it this way: 'There is an
important point in the blues that relates to the
black American experience. We learned in
grade school that America is a great 'melting
pot.' In fact, that's a myth. America is really a
nation of immigrants who struggle to integrate
themselves into society.
"And the black American experience is
really the quintessential American experience,
because they've had the most difficult time
becoming part of the mainstream. I think the
blues is the most American music for that
reason."
The blues itself, it should be noted, has had
little trouble finding acceptance in America apart from the black musicians who originated
it. Elvis Presley was not signed to Sun Records
because Sam Phillips approved of his coiffure.
"Give me a white guy who can play the blues,"
said Phillips, "and I'll make a million dollars."
To Phillips, Presley represented an acceptable
method of marketing the black sound to white
audiences.
Sam Phillips was not the first cross-cultural
pirate to make a buck and certainly was not the

last. Some well-known, contemporary musicians followed Phillips into the world of the
blues and, like sharks in a tubful of flounder,
opened their maws and scooped. Most blues
musicians were recording long before they
learned about royalties and copyright laws,
which made such excursions quite profitable
for unscrupulous "songwriters" and musicians.
Living Blues magazine published a comprehensive list of blues songs "copied by rock,
soul and pop artists" in its Marchi April 1990
issue. a list that would stun millions of fans if
Living Blues had a readership one-tenth that of
Self magazine. The list includes artists who
have stolen songs outright and artists who
have listed a song's proper author in their liner
notes but have not paid royalties. A partial list
follows:
ZZ. Top, the Everly Brothers, the Righteous
Brothers, the Yardbirds, Tony Sheridan and the
Beatles, Aerosmith, the Youngbloods, the
Animals, Neil Young, Jeff Beck, the Kinks, Eric
Clapton, the Grateful Dead, Bob Seger, Led
Zeppelin, Rod Stewart, Steve Miller, Fleetwood
Mac, Pat Boone, Jerry Lee Lewis, Bob Dylan,
Joni Mitchell, Elton John, Jackson Browne and
the Rolling Stones, for starters. A complete list
would not leave room here for the insightful,
sterling prose you are now reading.
As you review this list, you should know (1)
that some of the artists listed have more pocket
money than Donald Trump, (2) that a significant portion of that 'c" th was obtained in the
sa.e of blues tunes the' either covered or stole,
and (3) that the overwhelming majority of the
blues artists who generated those tunes are flat
busted broke.
This inequity angers blues aficionados like
Dana Truman. "Black guys die pennyless, kill
themselves on the road," he says. "The Rolling
Stones will make more on a cover than the
original artist will make in seven years. Bo
Diddly isn't getting record royalties, not living
like a king. But there are people who've stolen
his music that are doing quite well."
By any standard of reckoning, the people
who have made a living by playing the blues
owe something to it and to the people who
created it. Some artists, like Eric C1apton, U2
and Stevie Ray Vaughn, acknowledge the debt
and have taken steps to repay it. But most
beneficiaries of the blues have chosen to ignore
it.
How will the debt be repaid? "Break out the
checkbooks," says Dana. "If they took a week's
worth of what they spend on cocaine and sent
it off in the mail to the people whose music
they've robbed, that'd be okay."
Another possibility lies in the recent spate of
benefit concerts. If some of the musicians who
have headlined such benefits in the past could
be persuaded to refrain from their customary
practice of quietly pocketing a fee afterwards, a
concert tour to benefit blues artists might work
very well. It would be nice if those beautiful
people who have hymned social responsibility
for so long could show a little of it now and
then.
Perhaps the best way to benefit the musicians who have done so much for world music
is to listen to them, know them for the creative
resources they are and accept no substitutes.
This does not mean black blues musicians
alone. As John Cephas recently said in Frets
magazine:
"(The blues) don't belong to or was created
by the black people but it is American music
now. It don't belong to black people; no music
belongs to any ethnic group. No matter where
you go in the world and you hear the blues,
they say, 'That is American music.' They don't
say that is only black music. And it has influenced the whole world."
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ADULT STYLE CUT

$26
$9
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Reg. $39.
long Hair Extra
• Expires 5-31-90
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KID'SSTYLECUT
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MALLSIDE PLAZA UNION STATION PLAZA
Maine Mall Rd, So. Portland
246 Sl John St, Portland
772-7267
~
775-3605
(Next to Service Merchandise)
Open: Mon-Fri 9-7, Sat 9-5
Mon-Fri
Sat 9-6

!S3

EYE
ASSOCIATES
Dr. Ronald M. Cedrone
Dr. Steven A. Goldstein
Optometrists

MEMORIAL

DAY
SPECIAL

152 Middle Street
Portland, Maine
773-2020

200/0 OFF all Vuarnet Sunglasses
currently in stock May 29-June 2, 1990

While supplies last.

Monday-Friday 8,30-5,00
Tuesday evenings until 8:00
Saturday 9:00-1,00
Closed Monday. May 28

Not to be
combined with any

other discount.

THAI
GARDEN
Authentic Thai Cooking

The finest Thai food in Maine,
featuring fresh ingredients, fair prices
and quality service. A unique dining
experience to savor again and again.
Lunch Mon. - Fri. 11 :30-3:30
Dinner Sun_ - Thurs. 4:30-9:30
Fri. & Sat. 4:30-10:30
Take out & Catering Available

VlSA/MC!AMEX
772-1118

Starting June 1 you only
have 3 months to get In shiqJe:••.

DO IT HERE! for ONL

Ain't nobody ever felt as bad as W.D Cutlip. a sporadically employed Peaks Island wordman.

,59
~

.~ l

Union Station
Fitness Depot
The Total Health and Fitness Center
First Atlantic Building. 222 St. John St.

879,911

$14. Mad Horse Theatre is
located at 955 Forest Ave.,
Portland. For more information,
call 797-3338.

• Thomas Cornell, a faculty
member of Bowdoin College,
speaks on the exhibit of his
work "The Birth of Nature" at 3
p.m. in the Walker Art Building,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Cornell's paintings combine
scenes from Ancient Greek mythology with scenes from contemporary Maine. The exhibit is
discussed in ART on page 15.
For more information, call 7253275.

Frank

Stella's
abstractIons
won't
remaIn
·o bscure
for long.
See May 30.

• Revival rocks: Leon Russell
embodies rock-and-roll tradition. Starting out with Joe
Cocker in the '60s, strumming
through the '70s with Clapton,
Dylan and George Harrison and
recently moving into country
blues playing with New Grass
Revival and Hank Williams Jr.
Leon plays it all. Tonight he's in
Portland for two shows at 7 and
10 p.m. at Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. Tickets are $15.
For more information, call 1736886.
• Contemporary madness:
He, a New-Age junkie, E.S.T.
dropout and refugee from
the single bars encounters
She, a frustrated actress,
would-be opera singer,
sometime mental patient in
"Laughing Wild," Christopher Ourang's comedy
which opens tonight at
Mad Horse Theatre.
"Laughing Wild" continues through June 17
with performances
Thursday-Saturday at 8
p.m., Sunday at 7 p.m.
Ticket prices are $10-

.Jt's the weekend 'til Tuesday
and local clubs are kicking off
the summer with musical
diversions of every description.
Gritty's on Fore Street
features Sean Sheerin playing
Irish folk songs. Folk sounds of
thelluevo varity are performed
by two local acoustic duosKnots and Crosses and Headcleaner - at the Dry Dock on
Commercial Street. The Sense,
five local boys who belt out
roc kin' covers and originals,
take the stage at John Martin's
Manor in South Portland. And
on the upper reaches of the
decibal scale, Tyger, Tyger and
The Jeremy Lester Band crank
up the volume at Geno's on
Brown Street. For more information, see CLUBS on page 13.

• The Great Outdoor: In the
city, Baxter Boulevard and
Payson Park fill up with the
people and fun at the annual
Back Cove Family Day. The
Cardboard Canoe Race (register
in advance at Saco River Outfitters, 777-0910), a sailboard
regatta (register at Port Sports,
775-6080) and Walk-a-Way to
Fitness (register with Portland
Recreation, 874-8793) are among
the special events planned.
Musical groups will perform:
Devonsquare takes the stage at
11 :30 a.m., Knots & Crosses at

NEW RELEASE BY

12:30 p.m., and Port City Allstars finish up with a set at 2:30
p.m. Shoestring Theatre, Corky
the Clown and the Ladybug
Lady will be on hand for kids.
The festival lasts from 11 a.m.-4
p.m. at Payson Park, off Baxter
BI vd., Portland. It is free and
open to the public, but,some
games cost 25 cents. For more
information, call 874-8300 ext.
8781.
• In the country, Wolfe Neck
Woods State Park continues its
nature program series with
"Field Sketchbook," a program
offering people an opportunity
to sketch the seaside park. Bring
color pencils and paper. The
program begins at 2 p.m. at the
park in Freeport. For more information, call 865-4465.

• Believe it when you see it:
"Fondle the Haddock - The ...
Movie," - that is. A revival of
the local cult classic, "Fondle
The Haddock" by Dr. Jones, is
being staged as a benefit for the
proposed movie to be filmed in
a corner bar near you. For
people not familiar with the despondent, despairing and
drunken characters of Nigel and
Lawrence, the pair have a
leaning toward looking at life
from the darkside. For people
who think they've been there,
Nigel and Lawrence will give
you plenty of chances to laugh
at yourself. The play's first run
at the Tree Cafe featured fantastic post-modern music and good
performances by Tim Ferrell as
Lawrence and Sean Casement as
Nigel. The performances are
Sunday (Yup, that's yesterday.
Memorial Day is notoriously
dull) through Wednesday at 7
p.m. at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Admission is $5.

• So many candidates, so little
time: Tonight offers another
opportunity to get to know the
candidates in the primaries for
the 1st Congressional District for
the U.5. House of Representative. Maine Choice Coalition and
Maine NARAL are sponsoring a
candidates forum on abortion
rights at 7 p.m. in Luther
Bonney Auditorium, USM
Portland. Attending are Democrats Linda Abromson, Tom
Andrews, Ralph Conant, Libby

Mitchell and James Tierney and
Republicans Dave Emery and
John McCormick. Beth Edmonds, president of Maine
N.O.W. and the chair of the
Maine Choice Coalition, will
moderate.

• The mystery of modern art:
The first in a series of gallery
talks given by museum staff and
docents on the current exhibit
"Frank Stella: The Circuits
Prints" is today at 12:30 p.m.
The mystery of Stella's abstract
interpretations of race car tracks
will be further elucidated
tomorrow at 5:15 p.m. and each
Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. and
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. through
Aug. 2 at the Portland Museum
of Art, Congress Square, Portland. The talks are free with museum admission. For more
information, call 775-6148.

• View to the east: Kayakers
gather for evening paddles each
Thursday through Labor Day at
6 p.m. at East End Beach off the
Eastern Prom, Portland. For
more information on paddling,
call Jeff Wescott at 772-5357.
• View from the north: Anders
Thunborg, Swedish Ambassador
to the u.s. and former Ambassador to the U.S.S.R., speaks on
the U.S.5.R., its neighboring
countries and the recent changes
in that region in a talk "The
Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe." The lecture, sponsored
by the Portland Public Library,
is at 7:30 p.m. in the Rines
Meeting Room of the library,
Five Monument Square, Portland. It is free and open to the
public. For more information,
call 871-1700 ext. 758.
• The wide view: How often do
gems from the' 40s make it to
the silver screen? John Huston's
classic movie, "The Maltese
Falcon," is being shown tonight
on the very big screen at the
Portland Museum of Art.
Humphrey Bogart, Mary Astor,
Sydney Greenstreet and Peter
Lorre star in this tale based on
Dashiell Hammel's crime story
abou. an elusive piece of art.
Show time is 7 p.m. at the
museum. Admission is only
$3.50. For more information, call
775-6148.
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Hansen, the Boston Lesbian and
Gay Freedom Trail Band and the
North Star Sisters crank out the
tunes. For more information
about the celebration, call the
Lesbian and Gay Bulletin Board
at 883-6934.
• Celtic pl\nk, why not? Boiled
in Lead is a·folk-punk band
from Minneapolis, who stole the
show at last year's Maine Festival. They're back in Portland for
a show tonight at Raoul's. 865
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets
are only $4. What do you got to
lose for something a little
different? For more information,
call 773-6886.

• Funk to flora: Master composters trained by the University of
Maine Cooperative Extension
will be on hand at demonstration sights throughout the area.
The volunteers will show interetsed gardeners how composting works to break down
yard and food waste and answer
questions. The demonstrations
are 10 a.m.-noon at the following locations: the transfer station
on Spurwink Ave. in in Cape
Elizabeth; the brush dump by
the town garage on Drowne
Road in Cumberland; the
transfer station on Woods Road
in Falmouth; the recycling center
on the Pownal Road in Freeport;
Hamlin's Pit, 910 Riverside St.,
Portland; demolition dump on
Holmes Road in Scarborough;
Highland A venue landfill in
South Portland; and Royal River
Park on East Elm St. in Yarmouth. For more information or
a free compo sting brochure, call
Dick Brzozowski at 780-4205.
• Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Pride
Celebration: Parade and
festival kicks off today with
the line-up for the parade
from noon to 12:45 p.m. 'a t
Longfellow Square, State
and Pine streets, Portland.
The two-mile march starts
off at 1 p.m. teaming with
f10a ts and entertainets.
The Pride Festival kicks
off at 2 p.m. in the
parking lot of Ravens on
Kennebec Street with
speakers from the Gay
and Lesbian Labor
Activists Network &
Resist, Mass Coalition for Lesbian and .
Gay Rights, Human
Rights Campaign
Fund, Maine
Lesbian and Gay
Political Alliance.
Vocalist Diana
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American
Renaissance
Theater

THEATRE COMPANY

PRESENTS

•

Shakespeare Study
A comprehensive class for voice
and speech development, text
analysis and performance of
Shakespeare's work.

LP$5.99

Come see their

MTV
award-winning video at

)t\D 1t~bft:s
773-1310

MAY 24 • "MALE REVUE" ($7 cove~
with PANIC STATION
(after 1 Opm $5 cover)
Tuesdays: Ladles NIght WIth R96 Live Remotes
Wednesdays: Solo Performer In the Pub
Happy Hour, Mon.·Sal. 4· 7
Free Pool & 90C DomestiC Beer

Cover
10

OFFERING BREAKFAST & LUNCH
Monday - Friday 7am-4pm
Saturday 8am-3pm
F<eaturing New Vegetarian Specials
and Old Favorites

772-0702 • 591 Congress St.

across from Portland Museum of Art
-Carry or "Ja:.....1--

MAY24-JUNE17

•

Thu, Fri & Sat at 8:00 p.m.
Sun at 7:00 p.m.

797-3338

now available
-166 Cumberland Ave-' Portland-

Call 774-7414

For enrollment infonnation
please call: 871-9325
American Renaissance Theater
James Hoban, Artistic Director

• 31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND • 773-8187 •
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CBW LISTINGS
ki~tiS9tS mustcb. recB.IVad In writing by 12 noon the Friday prior to publication
n I om.r, asco ay W••kly, 187 Clark Stre.t, Portland 04102
.

799-7119
870 BROADWAY· S. PORTLAND

SILVER
SCREEN

BUILT
AT OUR
FACTORY!
9 Faden Road, South Ponland
Near the Maine Mall • 775-4312

A hoUstic approach to
therapeutic massage by a
professional experienced in
conventional medicine.
Kathie D, McGonagle, LPN, CMT

Therapeutic Massage
207-846-3306 or 781-5540

May 26 &27-Sat, &Sun,

**

Back To The Future III Let's hope
It's the conclusion to the trilogy. Michael J. Fox and Christopher Lloyd
travel to the Old West this time.
Bird on a Wire Mel Gibson and Goldie
Hawn star in this romantic adventure
story that consists of little more than
comic banter between two cute stars.
Cadillac Man Robin Williams is a car
salesman, who likes to sleep around.
Tim Robbins thinks the Cadillac Man's
been messing with his wife and he
terrorizes the Cadillac Man's car dealership to get even.
Cinema Paradl.o Giuseppe Tomatore's Academy Award-winning movie
is about growing up and how the icons
created by the cinema have shaped
what we believe in. The movie describes the life of a small Italian seacoast town and its Cinema Paradiso
where people loved, hated and played:
The movie is nostalgic for the time
when movies were movies and when
people still gathered together in a
community.
The Cook, Th. Thi.f, His Wlf.,
H.r Lov.r Peter Greenaway's unrated flick is about a sadistic thug Albert, who likes to eat with his lingers,
knock hiS Wife around and demoralize
his friends in public. Albert's nota pretty
Sight, but the movie is. Visually, 'The
Cook .. ." IS the most overwhelming
movie to be released in some time.
Albert thinks he owns the restaurant
where most of the movie's action takes
place. It is immense. Entering through
large doors from a back alley, the ac~on opens onto a kitchen the size of a
warehouse where enough food is laid
out for a medieval feast and a young
dishwasher sings haunting madrigals.
The lush red velvet dining room belongs in another, more prosperous time.
The restaurant's bathroom is larger
than most people's apartments. Each
set has a different hue and as characters move from one room to another
their costumes change color too. The
center of the visual spectacle is Helen
Mirrem, who shines in the movie which
otherwise borders on stilted grotesqueness. Mirrem plays Albert's wife. The
movie centers around her affair with a
restaurant patron and Albert's rage
when he discovers the affair. The much
publicized grossness of the movie is
subtle, brilliant and overpowering .

Hunt For Red Octob.r is a reminder
that the puerile conception of U.S. foreign pclicy promulgated by Reagan
and his cronies lives on. Using commies as bad guys doesn't make a bad
movie, but there needs to be some
action, character and suspense. "The
Hunt For Red October' had none of
these; it is insipid.
Miami Blue. Fred Ward, Alec Baldwin
and Jennifer Jason Leigh star in this
movie about a psychotic killer who mes
to change his ways after he falls in love
with a prostitute.

Pretty Woman Julia Roberts and Richard Gere star in the Pygmalian-type
story about a wealthy businessman
who picks up a prostitute and dresses
her up pretty. The movie has a few
great lines , but the story's nathing more
than a fairy tale. Roberts is good; she
should be more particular about scripts
Gere plays a character he's played too
many times before.

What's Where
General Cinemas
Maine Mall
MaIne Mall Road. S Portland

==

774-1022

Short Time CPG·13)

7:15, 9:25 (opens May 25)

a.ek To The Fut.... III (Pal
12.1.2:35. 3:35, 5:05,
6 . 7:35,8:35, 10 (opens May 25)

Flow IIlrd. CPG-131

' 2 :45, 2 :50, 4:55. 7, 9:05 (opens May 25)

airel on • W .... (PG.13)
12, 2;30, 5,7:30, 9:55
'. 3:30, 6, 8:30

T•• nao_ Mutant Min", TUrtl•• (PG)

12:45,2:55,5:05, 7:15, 9:25 (through May 24)
12:45. 2:55, 5:05 (from May 25)

PNtty Woman (R.
1:30.4:10.7:25.9:50
.... ced Inv.d .... CPO)
12:45. 3, S:15. 7:35, 9;50 (through May 24)

erazypeopleCR)

12:45. 2:55, 5:05, 7:20.9:45 (through May 24)
Hunt For Reel Octobu' ()lie)
1:30. 4:20. 7:10,1 0 (1hrough May 24)

Nickelodeon
T8"..,,18 and Middle. Portland

772-5»751
First show Sal-Mon only
M'aml .Iu •• CR)

1. 4:05, 7. 9:30 (opens May 25)

Vlt_1 Signs
Cadillac Man (R)

1:30,4:30. 7:30.9:35

Q&AIRI

4:20, 7 . 9 :40

HI_ Wlf., He, Love,

(no one under 18 admmed)

, :15, 4, 7:05. 9 2 5
Camille Claud.1 (RI
1:10, 3 :55,7:15
Cia.., IRt

4 :05.7. 9 :30 (through May 24)

Cinema Par.dlso

':20, 4 :10, 6:50,9:25

The Movies

10 Exchange. Ponland
772·1H;OO
Shirley Valentine CR.
throogh May 27
Wed·Fri at 7, 9;
Sal at ', 7 ;5 u0 81 1.
The Fabuloua a.k.,. Boya (AI
May 26~29
Sat al :1 a nd 9;
Sun al 3, 7 and 9;

Wednesday
Night ...

Is Ladies'
Night!

$1.25 House Brand Drinks All Night for Ladies
Steamship Round of Beef Buffet 5 - 7pm
Join us every week-night for Attitude Adjustment

Ho*5-7 P§iUfiS"'ink Sp"QI.
I'"

IE H·I

NO COVER CHARGE
",,}""
NO JEANS e NO T-SHIRTS e NO SNEAKERS ''-''

At the Corner of Milk & Market Streets

at 7. 9.
Rog., and M.
Moo-Tue

May:JO.June3

The Fabulous Bak.r Boy. Jeff and
Beau Bridges star In a romantic tale
about a pair of bored lounge piano
players who hire a singer (Michelle
Pfeiffer) to fire up their act.
Fire Birds Nicholas Cage and Tommy
Lee Jones star in an adventure film
about helicopter pilots who take on a
drug cartel.
Glol'7 Morgan Freeman and Denzel
Washington star in this movie aIbout
the troop of black soldiers who fought
for the Union during the Civil War. The
graphic battle scenes never allow you
to forget the magnitude of the war.
Matthew Broderick plays the you'ng
man who gets to lead the 54th Regiment. He plays his role with the right
amount of uncertainty and cockiness.
_ The Guardian Lame thriller from the
directorof'The Exorcist- abouta nanny
who sacrifices babies to a sinister tree.

Woo-Sat a1 7. 9
Sat and Sun mat at 1
Sun eve 819.

Cinema City
W96tbrook Plaza
854-9116

AU limes through T hursday; call ahead

fOf Friday's chang.

Tal •• From u... Dark.lde (R)O
7, g, weekend mats at 1. 3
Wild Orchid. (R)
7, 9, weekend mats aJ I, 3

Driving M'" Dale, (PGI

7:15,9:15, weekend mats al 1:15, 3:1 5

Erne.t Go•• to J.II IPG.131
7,9, weekend mats al I , 3
The Gu.rd&.n IR)
7:15, 9:17, weekend mats al 1:15. 3:1 5

Evening Star
Tonllne Mall.tlrun&wick
72!1-S486

CLUBS
THURSDAY 5.24
Laon Ru•• ell (blues/rock) 7 and to
pm, Raoul 's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. nckets are $15. 773-6886 .
H.retlx and Steel Cow (rock) 9:30
pm, ZaolZ, 31 Forest Ave., Portland.
773-8187.
Think Llk. Rita (rock) Gena's, 13
Brown St. , Portland. 772-7891 .
BI.hop Av.nu. Band (rock) Old Port
Tavern , ll MoultonAve., Portiand . 7740444.
Carol and the Chann.rs (rock)
Moose Alley, 46 Market St., Portland.
774-5246.
Port City AII.tars (r&b) T-Bird's, 126
N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040.
Fri.d Bologna Improv (improv
comedy) Uttle Willie's, 36 Market St. ,
Portland. 773-4500.
Gypsy (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St. , S. Portland. 767-4627.
The San_ (rock) Spirits at the Manor,
700 Main St., S. Portland. 775-5642.
Com.rstone (rock) Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873.

P,.ttr Woman (R)

7. 9:15 ~hroogh May 24)

Portland Museum of Art
con~:SIan~uar8

".tI...

775-6148
F_lcon
May31, 7 pm
Admlaelonlo$3.50.

The

DANCING
Fores~ Portland. Fri: Post
Modem - all ages; Sat: latest dance
music; Sun: request night; Tue: Hip

Zoolz, 31

House - aliages;Wed:Wo~dbeatNight.

773-8187.
The Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland.
Open nightly, 8 pm on ... No cover.
871-0063.
Salut.s, 20 Milk St., Portland. Open
mghtly until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200.
Bounty, 200 Riverside St., Portland.
Fridays, t8+. Open until 1 am. 7728033.

SATURDAY 5.28
Tyger, Tyger and The .I.remy
Le.ter Band (rock) Gena's, 13 Brown
St. , Portland. 772-789t .
The Only Motion. (reggae) Raoul's ,
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
S.an Sh •• rin (Irish folk) Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore St., Portland. 772Don Quixot. Portland Ballet Com2739.
pany dances a section from Cervantes'
BI.hop Av.nue Band (rock) Old Port
novel, choreographed by the Russian
Tavem, 1t MoultonAve., Portland. 774ballet master Marius Petipa, May 240444 .
27 at the Portland Perlorming Arts
Knots & Cro.... and H.adcl.aner
Center, 25A ForestAve., Portland. PerDuo (rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial
formanoes are Fri-Sat at 8 pm and Sun
St, Portland. 774-3550.
at 2 pm. May 24 Youth Concert at 10
Carol and the Channars (rock)
am. For tickets, call 774-0465.
Moose Alley, 46 Market St, Portland.
Laughing Wild Christopher Durang's
774-5246.
comedy about a would-be opera singer
Scott Oakley Trio (jazz) Little Wiland a New-Age junkie in New York City
lie's, 36 MarketSt., Portland. 773-4500.
performed by Mad Horse TheatreComThe Sen•• (rock) Spirits at the Manor,
pany May 24-June t 7 at Mad Horse
700 Main St., S. Portland. 775-5642.
Theater, 955 Forest Ave., Portland.
Synchronicity (rock) Spring Point
Perlormances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm,
Cafe, 175 PickettSt., S. Portland. 767Sun at 7 pm. Ticket prices range from
4627.
$10-$14. For more inlormation, call
Comers tone (rock) Brunswick, 34 W.
797-3338.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach . 934-4873 .
Sidekick (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln Sweaney Todd Stephen Sondheim's
musical about a barber gone berserk
St., Biddeford. 284-9283.
May 25-June 16 by The Portland PlayBo.ton Comedy Co, (comedy) Aqua
ers at 420 Cottage Rd., South PortLounge, Short Sands, York Beach . 363land. Perlormances are Fri-Sat at 8
7578 .
pm, Sunday at 7 (except May 27 at
2:30 pm). For more information, call
799-7337.
Ka.par Austrian playwright Peter
Handke's drama is being perlormed by
D•• p.rat. Avakado. (folk/rock futhe Bates Theater Festival May 24-17
sion) Gritty McDuffs, 396 Fore St ,
in Schaeffer Theater, Bates College,
Portland. 772-2739.
Lewiston. Performances are Thu -Sat
Acou.tlc Blue• .lam (blues) 7 pm,
at 8 pm, Sun at 2 pm. Admission is $51
Uncle Billy'S, 60 Ocean St. , S. Port$3. For more information, call 786land. 767-7t 19.
6t61 .
Cre.pln' Pumpkins and Th. Brood
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown SI, Portland. Indian in the Cupboard Actors
Theater of Maine presents a show lor
772-789t .
kids May 26, 28, June 9 and 17, lOam
The Walt.rs (rock) Old Port Tavem ,
at the Ogunquit Square Theater. For
11 Moulton Ave., Portland. 774-0444 .
more information , call 646-5151 .
Rockln' Vibration (reggae) Raoul's,
Th.
Lion, Th. Witch and Th.
865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
Wardrobe Actors Theater of Maine
Comedy T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd, Portpresent C.S. Lewis' tale May 19, 27 ,
land. 773-8040.
June2and 16 at 10 am allhe Ogunquit
Synchronicity (rock) Spring Point
Square
Theater. For more information ,
Cafe, 175PickenSI.,S. Portland 767call 646-5151 .
4627.
n
Cornerstone (rock) BrunSWick, 34 W. Audition. for "The Hobbit Audi for
kids
May
29-30,
6'
9
pm
and for
tions
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873 .
adults
June
5-6,
7-9
pm
at
the
WindSidekick (rock) Shelley'S, 12 Lincoln
ham Community Center. Show dates
51. , Biddeford. 284-9283.
for the musical version of J.R.R
Nil. Lofgren and The Original
Tolkein's ' The Hobbit' are July 26-28 ,
Stomp... (rock) 8 pm , Club Casino,
Aug 2-4. For more inlormation, call
Hampton Beach . N.H. Tickets are
774-7926 or 892-3052.
$13.50. Formore information, 603-926Casco Bay Vaudeville F••tlval
4300.
Perlormers from all over New England
present a show of comedy, storytelling,
mime, magic, juggling and more June
I , 7:30 pm in Luther Bonnev Auditorium, USM Portiand and June 2, 8 pm
Tear The Sky (rock) Old Port Tavern,
at Greenwood Gardens Theater, Peaks
11 Moulton Ave., Portland. 774-{)444.
Island. Tickets are $7 for the Portland
performance, $5 for Peaks Island performanoe . For more information, call
766-2064.

STAGE

SUNDAY 5.27

MONDAY 5.28

1:30 (Sal- Mon). 4 :20 (FrI, Tue-T hu)

The Cook. The Th..'.

**

Q&A Sidney Lumet's latest movie is
about police corruption in New York
City. The movie let's misanthropes be
misanthropes with little hope for humanity. Nick Nolte does a great job
playing the bigoted cop Brennan, who
shoots a Puerto Rican crook and covers it up. Timothy Hutton is the Assistant D.A., whose job it is to protect him .
Armand Assante is wonderlul as a toogood-to-be true crook. The plot doesn't
unfold simply, but it's held together
With powerlul images of racism and
machismo. The racism is all 100 familiar. The machismo is inescapable,
cornering one victim after another.
Lumet uses close-up after close-up so
we can't avoid looking at the ugly picture he's painting .
Rog.r & M. is a movie about the effect
General Motors' plant closings had on
Flint, Mich. The movie doesn't try to
persuade you that GM sucks. It starts
with the assumption that audience
knows the tragedy that followed GM's
decision to move its plants to Mexico.
'Roger & Me' is a movie for people who
don't believe corporate America is economically just anyway. The story isn't
funny, but the movie is. Director Michael Moore and his crew become the
comedians in their absurd pursuit of
Roger Smith, GM's chairman of the
board. Moore's three-year attempt to
meet Smith face to face is the plot
contrived to make the documentary
look like a feature with _a re in the
leading role . Awakening from the
American Dream is only a tragedy if
you believed in it in the first place.
Shlrl.y Val.ntlne Pauline Collins
plays a frustrated housewife who escapes to Greecewith a friend . In Greece
she enjoys the sea, the sun and a new
man and doesn't return to England
when her two-week stay is up.
Short Tim. Dabney Coleman and Tern
Garr star in this cop comedy about a
policeman who thinks he has a fatal
disease and tries to get himself killed in
the line of duty so his family can collect.
Tal.s from the Darkslda Horror
thriller is based on stories by Stephen
King , Arthur Conan Doyle and Micheal
McDowell and stars Deborah Harry,
Christian Slater and DaVid Johnsen.
Wild Orchids Mickey Rourke, Jacqueline Bisset and Carre Otis star in
this dripping wet love story, brought to
you by the people who cashed in on '9
and 112 Weeks:

TheAugust SonsandAlloyO'Caan
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St., Portland.
772-7891.
Bishop Avenue Band (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton Ave., Portland. 7740444.
Carof and the Channars (rock)
Moose Alley, 46 Market St., Portland.
774-5246.
SeoH Oakl.y Trio (jazz) Uttle Willie's, 36 Market St. , Portland. m-45OO.
Gypsy (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175
Pickett St., S. Portland. 767-4627.
The Sa~. (rock) Splnts at the Ma~_
700 Mam St. , S. Portland. 775-5642.
Cornerstone (rock) Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach . 934-4873.
Boyz (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln St.,
Biddeford. 284-9283.

FRIDAY 5.25
Bela Fleck a the FI.cktone.
(bluegrass) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Tickets are $10 . 773-6886.
Sle.py LaB.ef (rockabilly) Dry Dock,
84 CommercialSt., Portland. 774-3550.

TUESDAY 5.29

Lazy Lightning (acoustic) Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore SI., Portland. 7722739.
Shady Charact.rs (rock) Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton Ave ., Portland. 7740444.
F.rrall, Shone and Rafkin (improv
comedy) Ultie Willie's, 36 Market SI ,
Portland. 773-4500.

WEDNESDAY 5.30
Rad Light R.vue (r&b) Raoul's , 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Gu. (rock) Gena's, t3 Brown St., Portland. 772-7891.
Su.anne a Guys With Tie. (cabaret) Uttle Willie's, 36 Market St. , Portland. 773-4500.
Shady Characters (rock) Old Port
Tavem, 11 Moulton Ave., Portland . 7740444.

UPCOMING
Chief Commander Eb.nezerOb.y
(juju) May 31,9 pm, ZoolZ, 3t Forest
Ave., Portland. 773-8t87 .
The Wait.rs (rock) Horsefeather's, 193
Middle St., Portland. 773-350 1.

ART
OPENING
Art Gallery at Six D.erlng Stre.t,
Portland. Painting in pastels by Timothy Parks through June. Opening reception June t, 6-9 prr . Open House to
visit with the artist June 2, 11 am-5 pm.
Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm through
June 16; by chance or appointment
thereafter. 772-9605.
Aucocl.co Nurs.ri•• , 13 Memorial
Hwy, North Yarmouth. "Sculpture for
the Garden,' an outdoor exhibit oforiginal works in marble, granite , bronze,
steel and terra-cotta by Use Becu ,
Melita Westerland Brecher, Edwin
Gamble, S. Undsay, Lin Usberger,
Cabot Lyford, Roy Patterson and
Sharon Townsend June 1-30. Opening reception June I, 5-7 pm . 829321 I.

Clio, 59 Main 51., Belfast. Works by Lori
Austill May 25-July 1. Opening reception June 1,4-8 pm. Hours: Tue-Sun 10
am-6 pm. 338-6022.
AREA Gall.I'7, Campus Center,
Bedford Street, USM Portland. 'Oft
Shore,'photographs by Maggie Foskett
May 31-Aug 10. Reoeption June 7, 5-7
pm. Hours: Mon-Sat 12-5 pm, Sun 125 pm. 780-4090.

AROUND TOWN
Portland M ....um of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: TueSat, to-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
evenings, 5-9. "French ImpreSSionism
and Beyond: The Scott M. Black Collection' (through July 29); 'Urban Visions : Images by Ashcan School Painters" (through Aug 26) ; 'Americans at
Home and Abroad: Watercolors and
Prints by Childe Hassam, Maurice
Prendergast, James McNeill Whistler
and John Singer Sargent" (through July
8); 'Perspectives: Harriet Matthews,"
exhibitoflargesteel sculptures (through
July 8); 'Artlul Deception: The Craft of
the Forger: exhibition of forgeries ,
comparative works that are genuine
and works whose authenticity is in
question (through July 1); 'Frank Stella:
The Circuit Prints," mixed-media prints
(through Aug 5). 775-6148.
Abacus Gall.I'7, 44 Exchange St.,
Portland. Fine jewelry and American
crafts. Hours: Man-Sat 10 am-6 pm,
Sun 12-5 pm. 772-4880.
The Art Gall.ry at Six D ••rfng,
Portland. Exhibit of oil paintings by J.
Day Mason through May 26. Hours by
chance or appointment. For more information , call 772-9605.
BarrldoH Gall.ri •• , 26 Free St. , Portland. Recent work by Jeff Kellar and
Paul Maddrell through June 2. 7725011 .
Baxt.r Gall.I'7, Portland School of
Art, 619 Congress St., Portland. "Senior Thesis Exhibition" through June 1.
Hours: Mon-Fri 10am-5pm. 775-5152 .
Bayvlaw Gall.ry, 75 MarketSt., Portland. Florals and stililifes in oil by Mary
Towne Jagua and new paintings by
Wendy Newcomb June 2-30. For more
information , call 773-3007.
Dean V.I.ntga. Gallel'7, 60 Hampshire St., Portland. "Between Dimensions: works by five artists who combine methods and materials of both
painting and sculpture: Johannes Girardoni, Betsy Meyer, Dean Nimmer,
Duane Paluska and Greg Parker.
Exhibit continues through June 3.
Hours : Thu 5-9 pm, Sat-Sun 12-5 pm,
and by appcintment. 772-2042.
Dlmora , 26 Exchange 51. , Portland. Oil
paintings, watercolors and pastels by
Jenepher Burton and Dana Hooper
through June t5. 775-7049.
Evan. Gall.ry, 7 Pleasant St. , Portland. 'The Pleasure of BeingfThe Pleasure of Seeing," color photographs from
Provence and Cote d'Azur, France,
1987-89 by Robert S. Richfield through
June 2. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm ,
Sat 11 -5 pm . 879-0042.
F.O. Bail.y, 137-141 Middle St. , Portland. Works by Maine artists . Hours:
Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm , Sat 10 am-4 pm .
774-1479 .
Good Egg Caf. , 705 Congress SI.,
Portland. ' Fire Fashions and Fish,' photographs by Arthur Fink and "Nudes"
by Lynn Brunelle through May 31. 7730801.
Greenhut Gall.ri•• , 146 Middle St.,
Portland. Oils of the Maine countryside
by Glenn Renell through June t 5.
Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30 am-5:30 pm .
772-2693.
Mad Ho... Th.atre, 955 ForestAve.,
Portland. Yvonne Janks Kellogg exhibiting painted wood reliefs May 24June t5. 767-4117.
Maine Po"e.. Market, 376 Fore
St., Portland. Unique and varied vessels for flower arrangements in stoneware, earthenware and porcelain by 15
Maine palters. Hours: Daily , 10 am-6
pm. 774-1633.
Nancy Margolis Gall.I'7, 367 Fore
St., Portland. "Botanical Glass Forms'
by Cam Langkey, "Ceramic Dwellings"
by Martha Erickson and 'Vessel Forms'
by Michael Nordstrom through June.
Hours : Mon-Sat 10 am-6 pm , Sun 124 pm . 775-3822.
Portland Public Llbral'7, Monument
Square, Portland. 'Such a Card: constructions and paintings by Michael
Lukachkothrough May 30. Hours: Man,
Wed, Fri 9 am-6 pm ; Tue , Thu 12-9 pm ;
Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871-1700 .
St.ln Gall.ry Contemporary
Gla •• , 20 Milk SI., Portland. Symbiosis series, joined multi-blown vessels
by John Burchetta through May 3 t .
"Glass works by Barry Entner' June 1July 15. Hours: Mon-Sat " am-5 :30
pm; closed Tue and Sun . 772-9072.
Wellin Gardln.r Fin. Art., 4 1/2
Milk St., Portland. Fine 17th, 18th and
19th century decorative prints with an
emphasis on architectural, botanical,
marine & sporting subjects. Hours: TueFri 10 am-5 :30 pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm .
774-1944.

Ride Your

BRAIl\TtvA"\1bS
to Relaxation!
The D,A"V,I.D. Jr. Plus
is a hand-held relaxation,
meditation, and learning
tool used to promote
personal realization and
creativity,
For more information or
a free demo, please call
The D.A.Y.l.D. Jr. Plus

PICTURE YOURSELF:
IMAGE & RELAXATION CENTER
854-1365

_

12 Westbrook Common, Westbrook, Maine 04092
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ruLnUBL$.==
presents

The Return of

LIVE MUSIC
on Thursdays!
Beginning with the PORT CITY ALL-STARS on
THURSDAY, MAY 24 e DOORS OPEN AT 7
FRIDAY, MAY 25

THANK MAGIC IT'S
FRIDAY!
PAPA LOVES MUMBA Band
93~ Roiling Rock, 4-7pm

SUNDAY, MAY 27

HEADLINER COMEDY
Headliner: Caito & Morin

Also Appearing: A Couple of Skirts
Doors open at 7, Showtime 8:30
e

.\~IM"hj""Wijij:!MII.
Come Celebrate

MEMORIAL DAY
WEEKEND
Specials on the New

KEYIAlGO~

TROPICAL SCHNAPPS
Doors Open at 7 on Saturday
with DanCing to the '50's & '60's

UPCOMING EVENTS e

Wednesday, May 30 - Jenny and the Woodmen
Thursday, May 31 - High Ryder
Tuesday, June 5 - London Quire Boys
Tickets $7.50 adv_, $9 door

continued on page 14
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Reggae
Returns

46 Marker Street

to

Portland

774-5246
•

Raoul's

VOLCANO

every
Sunday Night
9pm

SAUCE
Not Far Beginners!
Try our Own Unique
Sweet-hot Volcano Sauce
smothered on our

VOLCANO WINGS
VOLCANO CHICKEN SANDWICH
VOLCANO HADDOCK SANDWICH

Sunday May 27 - ROCKIN' VIBRATION
Sunday June 3 - DAN I TRIBESMEN
Sunday June 10 - DANNY TUCKER BAND
Sunday June 17 - LOOSE CABOOSE
Sunday June 24 - ISLANDSIDE
SUNDAY NIGHTS ARE THE MOST FUN YOU
CAN HAVE WITHOUT FLYING TO JAMAICA!

Community
Cable Networl(

• UPCOMING CONCERTS •

week of 5125190
USM Closeups:
Madeleine Giguere
(1/2 Hour)

May 24 - LEON RUSSELL
May 25 - BELA FLECK & THE FLECKTONES
May 26 - ONLY MOTIONS
June 1 - BOILED IN LEAD
June 2 - MR. MOJO'S BIG NIGHT 0' BLUES
June 7 - EIGHT-TO-THE-BAR

Livin9 Tapestries:
HouslnQ Support Services for
Older Citizens
(1/2 Hour)
Sebago Magazine:
The Irish-American College
(1/2 Hour)
The Psallry:
Franco-American Music (1/2 Hour)
Viet Ham:
The Moment and the Memory
(1 Hour)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-1 Opm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed .,
& Thurs. gam-noon.

Forest Avenue

lilt, Ticket Info. 773"6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775"2494 "1111

II

Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scarboro
. Channel varies in Gorham.
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THEMOVIES .

MAY 21-27

MON-TUES 8:30

~'RLfYm1'i
VAlfNTlNf/
_....-:V( ;

rnJa
MAY 26-29

4_ ':

•

.

SAT-SUN MAT 3
SAT EVE 9
SUN-TUES 7, 9

4.

the fabulous baker boys

----------------

MAY 30-JUNE 3

WED-SAT 7. 9
SAT-SUN MAT 1
SUN EVE 9

Roger
~
1IIP &Me

L~
10 &ch...

51. Portland

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.

772·9600

mWlmmmmmrrm No other radio
station in Portland offers you
SOUTHERN MAINI

DINING
GUIDE

the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement_ And throughout
the day, the WGAN news team breaks
the stories tha t become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
infonnation? There'sonlyonechoice.
But you probably know that already.

Portland's Newsrralk Station

continued from J'l'8t 13

ART

Callery 127 is going coop. All artists
interested in making a financial and
personal commitment in their own
careers may contact Kathryn Begg at
Gallery 127, 127 Middle St.. Portland.
For more information. call n3-3317.

W••t Side R •• taurant, 58 Pine SI..
Portland. Recent work - drawings and
paintings - by Scott R. Leombruno
through June 1.

OUT OF TOWN
Bate. ColI.g•. Olin Arts Center, Lewiston. "Dahlov Ipcar: The Seventies &
Eighties," "Recent Donations," works
by Matisse. Braque, Gaugin, Cezanne
and Picasso. and "Children's Book illustrations," featuring the work of several of Maine's best artists and writers.
Both exhibits continue through Aug 26.
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm, Sun 1-5
pm. 786-6158.
Bowdoin College Mue.um of Art,
Brunswick. "Charles Meyron : Etchings
of Paris" (through June 17). "Thomas
Cornell Paintings : The Birth of Nature"
(through July 8). Hours: TUErSat 10
am-4 pm, Sun 2-5 pm through May 31 :
TUErSat 10 am-5 pm , Sun 2-5 pm after
June 1. 72S-3275.
The C.nter for Th. Arta at the
Chocolat. Church, 804 WaShing·
ton St, Bath. Invitational exhibit of
weaving, pottery, quilts and furniture
through June 2. Hours: Tue-Fri. 10 am4 pm. Sat 12-4 pm . 442-8455.
Hobe Sound Gallerle" North. 58
Maine 51., Brunswick. Watercolors by
William Thon and sculptures by Cabot
Lyford through June 9. Hours: Tue-Sat
10 am-5 pm. 725-4191.
Icon Cont ....porary Art, 19 Mason
St.. Brunswick. Paintings and drawings by Edwin Douglas through June 7.
Hours: Mon-Fri 1-5 pm : weekends by
chance or appointment. 442-8128 or
725-8157.
Mal... Audubon Socl.ty, Gilsland
Farm, 118 Route 1, Falmouth .
Cibachrome photographs by Robin
LoveilofOgunquitthrough May. Hours:
Mon-5at 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm.
781 -2330.
Omelett. Shop, 111 Maine St., Brunswick. "Point of View," watercolors by
Edwin Gamble through June 7.
R.na .... nc. Gall.ry, 296 Maine
Ave .. Farmingdale. The Unique Images of Dan Merriam through July 11 .
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30 am-5:3O pm, Sat
9:30 am-5 pm. 582-8255.
York Instltut. Mu ••um, 371 Main
St., Saco. "Objectivity: Selections for
the Permanent Collection" through mid·
Sep; "Pants for Paintings"through midOct Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri 10am-5 pm.
Tue, Thu 10am-8pm; Sat9am-12pm .
282-3031.

OTHER
A Forg.r Unm."k.d Sam Pennington, founder and editor of the "Maine
Antique Digest," presents a slide lecture on convicted folk art forger Robert
Trotter May 24, 7:30pm at the Portland
Museum of Art, Congress Square.
Lecturewill describe how Trotter fooled
six art dealers and 29 auction houses
from 11 east coast states. Free and
open to the pubfic: seating is limited.
For more information, call 775-6148.
Thomas Cornell Paintings: The
Birth of Nature Thomas B. Comell,
professor of art, speaks on the exhibit
of his paintings May 25, 3 pm and June
1, 2 pm at the Walker Art Building,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 725-3275.
Artl"ts' Studio Tour Art Guild of the
Kennebunks is sponsoring an open
studio weekend which consists of a car
caravan tour of several studios of
Kennebunkport Artists May 26, 12:30
pm, beginning at the Mast Cove Gallery, Mast Cove Lane. Kennebunkport .
For reservations or information, call
967-4757 or 967-4123.
D.nforth Street Gallery is looking
for ceramic pieces for a July exhibit
"New Forms: Contemporary Ceramic
Sculpture: which will focus in current
non-functional ceramics. Ceramic artists interested on exhibiting pieces can
contact Diane Giardi at 967-0618.
Frank St.lla: The Circuit. PrInt.
Gallery talk on the exhibit May 30 at
12:30pm and May31 at5:15 pm at the
Portland Museum of Art, Congress
Square, Portland. The talk is free with
museum admission. For more information, call 775-6148.
A N.w Direction In Ga. St.tlon
D_lgn? Slide presentation and
awards ceremony for the Gateway Gas
Design Competition May 31, 7 pm at
the Portland Performing Arts Center.
25A Forest Ave., Portland. Awards
ceremony will be immediately followed
by a reception and exhibit of all the
entries at Thos. Moser Cabinetmakers, 415 Cumberland Ave .• Portland.
Both events are free and open to the
public. For more information. call Thea
Holtwijk at 772-3846.

SENSE

Mea"urlng Your Market Potential University of Maine Cooperative
Extension offers program for small
business owners and operators May
24. 9 am at Southem Maine Technical
College, S. Portland. Program will help
participants identify retail trade potential and explore ways of measunng
their markets. Fee of $1 0 covers materials and coffee. For more information ,
call 780-4205.
Blood of the Condor Movie (Bolivia.
1969) describes the controversial U.S.imposed program in South America
that sterilized native Quechua women
without their knowledge orconseMand
looks at Latin American attitudes toward the U.S. May 24-25 at 7 and 9 pm
in Lecture Hall 104. Olin Arts Center.
Bates College, Lewiston . Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
786-6330.
AIDS in Women and Children: The
Vi.w from th. Cllle" Katherine
Jorgensen speaks May 24, 8-9 am in
the Women' s Health Conference Room
and 12-1 pm in the House staff Dining
Room of the Osteopathic Hospital of
Maine. 335 Brighton Ave., Portland.
For more information, call Sheri Dirrigl
at 879-8244 or Lesli Nicoll at 8798077.
Program on Community includes a
video presentation "Builders of the
Dawn" and speakers from different
communities May 25. 7-9 pm at Maybe
Someday Bookstore. 195 Congress
St., Portland. For more informa~on ,
call 773-3275.
Main. Maritlm. Mue.um, 243
Washington St.. Bath. Exhibit of the life
and work of the shipbuilder Edward
O'Brien who lived in Thomaston during
the late 19th century. Museum is open
daily. 9:30 am-5 pm. Admission is $5
for adults, $2.50 for children . 443-1316.
Spring Point Mu".um is open to the
public May 26 with a new exhibit "Doing
Our Part." which focuses on the effects
of World War II on the lives and work of
people in the Casco Bay Region. Also
at the museurr, is the bow of the clipper
ship "Snow Squall," which is currently
being restored in the museum's laboratory Spring Point Museum is located
on the Southern Maine Technical College campus, Fort Road. South Portland. Hours : Wed-Sun 1-4 pm. Admission is $1 , free for kids under 12. Volunteersare also needed to work as guides
and in laboratory restoration work. For
more information. call 79S-6337.
Candldat_ Forvn on Abortion
Right. Forum for the 1st Congressional District candidates for the US
House of Representatives, cosponsored by Maine NARAL and the Maine
Choice Coalition May 29, 7-9 pm in
Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. Attending are Democrats Linda
Abromson. Tom Andrews, Ralph
Conant, Libby Mitchell and James
TIerney; and Republicans Dave Emery
and John McCormick. The forum will
be moderated by Beth Edmonds. president of Maine NOW and chair of the
Maine choicli Coalition.
Llt.rary Lunch Break Susan Kenney. autharof "Sailing" and other books,
speaks May 30, 12 noon at the Kennebunkport Community House. The
public is invited; a $2 donation benefits
River Tree Arts and Graves Memorial
Library in Kennebunkport. For more
information, call 985-4343.
Ireland, Europe and the ChalI.nges for the '9(M Padraic MacKeman, Irish Ambassador 10 the U.S.
will speak at a World Affairs Council
reception May 30, 6-7 pm al Portland
Club. 156 State 51., Portland. Advanced
reservations are required. For more information, call 780-4551 .

The birth of perplexity
'The Birth of Nature" is the
lofty title of painter Thomas Cornell's current show at the Bowdoin College Museum of Art. The
exhibit. a celebration of Cornell's
25 years of teaching at the col• lege, is a complex, if not confusing, collection of sketches and
paintings embracing the postmodern ideal.
Post-modernism is the simultaneous adoption and rejection
of classical virtues. The art ofclassical antiquity concerned itself
with form, simplicity, proportion
and restrained emotion. Cornell
embraces the classical ideal, but
combines it with a pastoral scene
of an idealized rural retreat - a
place to escape from reality. It is
simply and aesthetically beautiful, but bewildering and overwrought with sentiment.
Cornell's paintings attempt to
embrace the classical ideal, while
simultaneously treating contemporary subject matter. Structurally, Cornell leaves behind the
grid-like patterning of classical
perspective, but continues to
incorporate such classical concerns as idealized fonn and gesture.
"Bathers V[[" sums up Cornell's mission, physically and intellectually. (Another painting in
this series, "Bathers IV," is featured in the CALENDAR.) Picture half the figures wearing contemporary dress, while the other
half are nude. Half the characters
have idealized, ancient Greek
faces - some round, some elongated, but with predominantly
almond shaped eyes; others have
typically modern expressions.
In the foreground to the left, a
small boy sits naked with his hand
submerged in a bowl of fruit while
his nude and idealized mother
looks on . To the far left, acting as
a border, stands the half-human,
half-sculptural figure of the ancient Greek Kouros, the first realistic representation of the human
figure. Behind the Kouros a
modern-looking, clothed girl
helps an elderly woman down
the very pastoral seaside landscape. Her sharp green swimsuit
is intense against the marble-like
whiteness of the Kouros. Extending from the top left corner across
the piece is a gra pevine.
Down from the vine a baby
boy is being held up to the viewer,
like the ChrisH::hild, although he
sticks out his tongue in a lascivious satyr-like grin. His father's
figure is one of classical structure, strong and beautiful, and
very Michelangelo-esque. yet
somehow unfinished. While his
upper body is highly idealized,
his legs seem unfinished. He
wears swim trunks. The mother
stands to the right holding a long
piece of cloth; some kind of wrap,
or swaddling clothes for the baby.
Her face is utterly ancient Greek

as is her finely coiffed hair. The
three, who stand almost dead
center, appear like the holy family; Jesus, Mary and Joseph.
In the very center, pocketed in
under the backward arch of the
man holding the baby sits a
clothed pregnant woman, embodying birth and unadulterated
life. A young woman at the lower
right is hunched remOVing her
shorts, exposing her bikini.
The scene is ideal and hopeful
- parents playing with their children in a beautiful landscape.
Structurally, Cornell leads the
viewer around the painting
through formal devices like gesture, yet the landscape is curiously flat. He is obviously not
concerned with the later convention of perspective.
The entire piece is a juxtapositionof form and philosophy, time
and culture. It is totally engaging, yet absolutely confusing.
Cornell continues through
several similar Bathers works and
also into a Dionysus series, in
which the first few paintings are
of the birth and nurturing of the
Greek soldier depicted in predominantly classical motifs. The
last in the series, 'The Youth of
Dionysus I," is curious and
humorous. Young men and
women are scattered across a
pastoral landscape among animals and trees. Wearing freeflowing clothing and totally
spaced-Qut expressions, it looks
like Dionysus decided to protest
the Vietnam war in favor of life

on a commune.
The works in which Cornell
doesn' t mix contemporary figures w i th ancient ones are much
more successful. He should stick
with contemporary figures, ashe
docs in " Clamdigger," while
incorporating classical devices.
The scene shows a man digging
for clams hunched at the very
forefront of the landscape. His
co-workers are depicted diminishing back into the scene and
lead the eye to come full-circle
around the scene. Although
Cornell glorifies the task, the
clamdigger piece is structurally
and aesthetically very success-

ful.
Cornell considers his work a
cultural criticism and is hoping it
will inspire change in current
cultural and social ideals. But,
there are too many forces at work,
structurally and spiritually, in
Cornell's paintings that make
them a little too confusing and
even a bit holier than thou.
The paintings are on view
through July 8.
LesJ i< Morison

NOTE: Beware! Bowdoin's museum gwmis are pains. Tips to keep
in mind. Hang up your coat, don't
sit on the floor,and please, don't hog
the catalogue.

Pe..... nal Land.cape,,: Nature In Japane.. Languag. and Bu"lthe Art of Glb.on Eld.n
ne•• Culture Four-session class is
Bradbury Lecture by Kerry O'Brien
being offered by the Japanese Lanlooks at Bradbury's paintings and diaguage and Culture Center beginning
ries and discusses how his art was a
June 21 atthe Japan America Society.
response to the radically changing
1 Bank Rd., Portland. The course IS
landscape of late 19th century Maine,
designed to provide practical informaMay 31 , 7:30 pm in the Deering Wing of
tion and training for people planning to
the Dyer Library, 371 Main St., Saco.
travel to Japan on business or planning
Free and open to the public. For more
to host Japanese business guests in
information, call 282-3031 .
Maine. For more information. call 774Main. Envlronm.ntal Dialogue"
4014 .
Forum for business and community Wat.rsh.d: An Action Guld. to
leaders to look to the present and to the
Improving Maln.'s Wat.r24-page
futu re, examining the management of
citizen's guide discusses how to rtlMaine's natural resources in the conduce and prevent non point source
text of a developing economy and
pollution. The guide was jointly progrowing community needs. Items lor
duced by the Department of Environdiscussion include we~ands . municimental Protection. the State Planning
pal wastewater treatment. proper
Office/Maine Coastal Program and the
landfill closure. watershed districts,
University of Maine Cooperative Exmajor land development and agricultension. For a free copy. contact the
tural runoff. Portland dialogue is schedUniversity of Maine Cooperative Ex·
uled for May 31 at the Sheraton Tara
tension at 780-4205.
Hotel, South portland. Fee is $15. For Southworth Planetarium A"tron"
more information, call 622-6345 .
omy Show. Fri-Sun at 7 pm: Laser
Th. Soviet Ambas"ador and
Shows Fri·Sun at 8:30 pm. Admission
Ea.tem Europ. Anders Thunborg,
is $3 for adults, $2 for students and
Swedish Ambassador to the US and
children (no children under 5) . Wedformer Ambassador to the USSR.
nesday alternaon program for students
speaks on the USSR. its neighbOring
of all ages. 3:30-5:30 pm , $2. For more
countries and recent changes in the
Information, call 780-4249.
region May 31 . 7:30 pm in the Rines
Meeting Room of the Portland Public
Library . Five Monument Square, Portland. For more information, call 8711700 ext. 758.

WELL

NESS

Adult H.alth Scre.nlngs Community Health Screenings is offering
screenings for diabetes, anemia. colorectal cancer, high blood pressure
and cholesterol level. Dates, times and
places are as follows: May 28. 10 am 1 pm, Town Hall. Scarborough; May
30,9:30-11 :30 am, 51. Anne's Church,
Gorham; June 5, 9:30-11 :30 am, Congress Street Plaza. Portland; June 11 .
10 am-l pm. Safety Building.
Chebeague Island:June 12.9:30-11:30
am. Oak Leaf Terrace. Freeport: June
14, 10 am-12 pm. Salvation Army.
Cumberland Ave .• Portland : June 20.
9:30- 11 :30 am, Community Building ,
Windham; June 25. 1-3 pm. town hall.
Scarborough ; June 27, 9:30- 11 :30 am;
St. Anne's Church. Gorham. For more
information. call 775-7231 ext. 551 .
W.II Baby Clinic" Community Health
Services offers clinics with dates. times
and locations as follows: June 1. 9 am12 pm. Methodist Church, Gorham:
June 12, 9 am- 12 pm. Community
Center, Windham: June 15. 9 am-12
pm, First Congregational Church .
Scarborough/Cape Elizabeth ; June 27.
9 am-2 pm, Westbrook Warren Congregational Church, Westbrook. For
more information , call 775-7231.
The Aging Agency and You Program offered May 24. 1:30-3 pm as
part of a series for seniors at the
Cummings Community Center, 134
Congress St., Portland. Cost is 50
cents. For more information, call Carol
McClure at 874-8870.
Accelerallng R.cov.ry From
Addlcllons and Co-Depend.nc.
Presentation and discussion on the
natural process for becoming emotionally healthy May 26, 7-9 pm in 1I1e lower
auditorium of Mercy Hospital, State
51. Portland. Donation is $3. For more
information , call 773-0847.
Common Ear, No"e and Throat
Proble.... In Children Dr. Julius
Damian discusses winter ear infections and infection of the tonsils May
30, 7 pm as part of Mercy Hospital's
Living Lectures series in the Medical
Staff Memorial Auditorium at Mercy,
144 State St.. Portland. Free and open
to the public. For more information, call
879-3486.
Freedom from Smoking USM Lifeline is offe~ng the American Lung As·
soclation's clinic. led by experts who
understand the motivations and rationalizations about continuing to smoke.
The eight-week program uses a positive behavior change approach that
teaches participants how to become a
nonsmoker. Classes meet on Mondays, 5:30·6:30 pm in Room 216B of
the Portland Campus gym. Registration deadline is May 30. For more information , call 780-4170.

HELP

Dlvorc. Persp.cllv_ meet every
Wednesday at 7:30 pm at Woodfords
Congregational
Church,
202
Woodfords 51. Portland. The purpose
of the group is 10 help men and women
who are in the process of a divorce,
considering a divorce or separation
from a relationship cope with the many
adjustments of the difficult transition .
For more information, call 774-HELP
OCD Support Group For more information , call 774-8919.
Wing. Support Group. Tuesdays,
7-9 pm at 139 Ocean St. South Portland and Thursday, 7-9 pm at 11 Day
St. , Westbrook. For more information ,
call Gerrie Brown at 767-2010.
Women ,Survivors Group meets
weekly on Wednesday evenings in
Portland. Free. For more information,
call 773-8550.
Outright Portland alliance of gay, lesbian , bisexual and questioning youth
offers support and information for young
people ages 22 and under in a-safe
environment. Write: OUTRIGHT. P.O.
Box 5028, Station A. Portland , 04101
or call 774-HELP .
Par.nt" Anonymous is a self-help
group for parents who want to develop
better parenting skliis and are seeking
support and adVice from other parents
Weekly meetings are on Tuesdays at 6
pm or Wednesdays at 2 pm in Portland.
Child care is provided . Meetings are
Iree. For more Information. call 8717411
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Casco Bay WeeKly

BIG

IS
BACK!

Host Peter Jamerson Saturday lOAM· 1 PM

WPKM

SPORT OFF THE
CLOCK

Get Your Paddle Wet Bring a kayak
forevening paddles Thursday evenings
at6 pm May 31-Labor Day at East End
Beach in Portland. For more information, call Jeff Wescott at 772-5357.
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club
Upcoming Trips: May 27, day hike at
Mt. Cutler in Hiram, 773-1779; June 3,
day hike at Mt. Mooselauke, challenging hike in southwest area of White
Mountains, 772-8465.
Pizza Ride 10-20 mile ride along Ihe
ocean and marshes of Cape Elizab'eth
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club Thursdays at 6 pm at
Pat's Pizza, Route One, near Oak Hill
in Scarborough. For more information,
call 799-1085.

Student from France Nalec is seeking host families for 60 French students ages 13-18 and two teacher
chaperones July 5-Aug 2. Students
have hospital, medical and accident insurance and bring a minimum of $200
for personal expenses. All students
have studied English far a few years
and are coming to Maine to practice
their English. For more information,
call 772-4004

FM 106.3

PORTLAND'S CLASSICAL RADIO
Sroosor'" By: M"hc:lob • Runge Om:l1"" RlIIl' • Casco Bay CounlT'i Smre • Hunnngron Common

Restaurant and Tayern
• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT! •

FOR
KIDS

ETC

Paper Flower Making Workshop for
kids ages 3-5 May 24, 29-31 at the
Children's Resource Cenler, Thompson's Point, Building 1A, Portland.
Times are 10:30 am and 1 pm. Cost is
$1 per child. To register, call 773-3045.
Indian in the Cupboard Aclors
Theater of Maine presents a show for
kids May 26, May 28 at lOam at the
Ogunquit Square Theater. Tickets are
$5. For more information, call 6465151.
The Lion, The Witch and The
Wardrobe Actors Theatre of Maine
performs at the Ogunquit Square Theater May 27 at lOam. Each child is not
required to commit to more than one
performance. Formore information, call
946-5049.
Children's Museum Workshops
·Catch The Wind" May 29, 3:15-4:15
pm. All workshops are free with museum admission. The Children' Museum is located at 746 Stevens Ave. ,
Portland. For more information, call
797-KITE.

Organic Gardening Maine OrganiC
Farmers and Gardeners Association
offers free advice on growing crops
using environmentally sound methods.
Farmers and gardeners may call
MOFGA at ~22-3118 or send questions to P.O. Box 2176,Augusta, 04338.
Spring Bird Walks Maine Auwbon
Society offers free Saturday morning
bird walks during May and June. Walks
are being given in various locations in
the Greater Portland area and begin at
7 am. The walks are scheduled as follows: May 26, meet in the parking lot
behind the Hanriet Beecher Stowe
House in Brunswick; June 2, meet at
the public parking lot across from
Hatie's, Biddeford Pool; June 9, Crescent Beach; June 16, Mackwortln Island; June 23, Scarborough Marsh ;
June 30, TBA. For more information,
call the Maine Audubon Society a17812330.
St. Vincent DePaul Thrift Shop.
10 Locusl St. , Ponland. Thrift shop
reopens May 26. Hours are Mon and
Wed 1-3 pm, Sal 10 am-2 pm . Proceeds benefit St. Vincent's Soup
Kitchen.

Wolfe Neck Woods State Park
offers nature programs for the general
public on Sundays throughout the
spring. "Field Sketchbook," a program
encouraging people to sketch the park
will be given May 27, 2 pm al the park
in Freeport. Programs stan at the
benches in the second parking lot. Free
and open 10 the public. For more infor"
mation, call 865-4465.
Back Cove Family Day Games, activities, Cardboard Canoe Race and
entenainment by Devonsquare (t t :30
am), Knols & Crosses (12:30 pm), Port
City Allstars (2:30 pm), Shoestring
Theatre, Corky the Clown and ladybug Lady. May 27, 11 am-4 pm at
Payson Park, off Baxter Blvd., ponland. Free and open to the public, but
some games cost 25 cents. For more
information, call 874-8300 ext. 8781.
Lightship Nantucket Floating museum is bertlned al Maine Pier in ponland. Museum hours are Sundays 124 pm and Saturdays, beginning June
16, 12-4 pm. Guides describe the lightship and its history. Admission is $3 for
adults, $t.SO for children. For more information, call 775-1181.
American Red Cross CPR Recertification and Lifeguard TrainIng CPR Recertification May 27, 10
am-l pm; costis $10. Nine-hourcourse
to meet new requirements for the ALS
May3t , 6-9pm andJune3,8 am-2 pm;
cost is $20. For more Information, call
874-1130 ext. 11.
Bed and Breakfast Tour Bath Area
Bed and Breakfast Associalion and
The Cenler for the Ans jointly sponsor
a tour of 15 Bath area bed and breakfast establishments May 28, t -4 pm.
Tickets for the tour are $5 each. For
more inlormation, call 442-8455.
Sabbathday Lake Museum is open
Memorial Day through Columbus Day,
Mon-Sat, 10 am-4:30 pm. Guided tours
are available at a nominal fee. Included
in the tour;s the exhibit "The Land of
Snows: Winler at Sabbathday Lake " A
new exhibit features Shaker baskets.
Summer workshops and concens are
also ofIered. The Museum is located at
Shaker village, Route 26, New Gloucesler. For more information, call 9264597.
ArehitecturalWalklngTourofthe
Bowdoin Campus Patricia McGraw
Anderson leads the tour June I, 3 pm
from the steps of the Walker An Building, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Free
and open to the public. For more informalion, call 725-315t.

•

Happy Hour 4-6 Mon.-Fri.
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550
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IWM MID-30'S , successful I
Irtisl, with a kind heart and slrong
nidweslem values. Seeks S/DWF
~5-35, who is kind, giving, with
,trong values and is emotionally
narure. Photo and mone. CBW Box
116 TPL 22178
lUESTlON : "Whal has 4-le~s,
tnd flies?" Not me. S-mom (30 s):
!-Iegs, long hair: brighl, warm,
vltty. Nol skinny (nol inlo "moo'00" eilherl) Seeks M-parlner
vho's: similar, stable, sincere,
J8ntle, affectionale. Let's notbe
onely- together. ANSWER; "a
lead dogl" (oh well ... ) CBW Box
118 TPL 22180
;WM 34 professional, !>ond hair,
'ue eyes, 171 lb. Enjoys !ravel,
lining, dancing, hiking, biking and
yorklng out. Very financially
;ecure. Seeking WF for friendship,
lUSy social schedule and passi!>e
elationship. Your sincere reply to
)BW Box 919 TPL 22182 All
'eplies answered.
HTRACTlVE,
ATHLETIC
lrofessional, spirited, down-Io,arth. sensitive, pleasanlly
ndependenl. SWM 32. Seeks
1aturally cute, pelite female who
,ppreclales music, dancing,
wtdoor exercise and having fun .
've been wailing for a spec,al
lerson, how about you? Pholo
:lppreclated. CBW Box 920 TPL
12183
GM 48 wants 10 meet other GM
25-48 for quiel evenings at home.
3eeklng domlnanl-type man. Please
;end phone #. CBW Box 921
SWF SPRING HAS sprung!
"lowers are upl rm a bud Give me a
:anng, chemical-free guy 40-SO.
,nd some TLC, Ihen watch me
~oom. CBW Box 922 TPL 22184
IF YOU ARE a prelly, nlce;gured, pleasant,kind, SWF (2532) who Yaues faml~ and would like
p meel a handsome, stable,
houghlful, romantic man who
t<anls to marry and raise children,
!hen leI's lalk. CBW Box 924 TPL
22186
SWF, OVER 35 , greal shape:
1eading loward weallh and fame:
Nenl 10 Woods lock. Wants SWM,
ndependen~y weallhy handy man
/11th boalln Casco Bay. MUSl 1ike
::ommilmenl, animals and fun. No
;Igoiosl CBW Box 925 TPL 22187
DWF-30'S MOM, petite, cUle,
homebody. samewhal shy. You are
3O's SIDWM, honest, homebody,
enJoy readinQ, walking, slock car
racing, occasionally clubs. Photo?
Will answer all. caw Box 926 TPL
22188

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
SWF-29 A Connecticut Yankee in
King McKernan's Court. 5'6"
attractive. Dangerous curves,
disarming smile, big blue eyes. Searching
for an outgoing SWM 30's, Portland
area professional with a strong sense of
self and humor to show me the beauty of
Maine in the summer.
Phone and Photo please.
CBW Box 930 TPL 22191
~ you have

placed an ad ;,the Casco Bay weekly
personals, ycxr ad is aulom~ enlered ;'!he.
PERSONAL OF THE WEEK contest We are Iooki:1g
for ads that are creative, witty ard fun.
Wr1ners wil receive their tx:keIs in the mal.

SPRING HAS SPRUNG; grass IS
nz. DF 30's wonders where malo
comrade IS. He needn'f speak in
rhyme. but does need to value
family and honesty, have a good
sense of sell and we lcome
sponlanelty and romance. LeI's
share Ihe arrival of spnng and
more IOgether CBW Box 894 TPL
22152
ATTRACTIVE, professional male,
45, 5'11- 170. Tired of singles
scene seeks lall lull-figured
married lady, 40-50 for possible
discreel adull relalionship. Life is
too short, the present IS preClOUS.
CBW Box 896 TPL 22154
SF, 24, CREATIVE, liberal,
allracllve, 10Wl 10 laugh, love being
outside. health conSCKlUS. high sillyfactor, but qUile capable of being
serious. Seeking male,nan-smoker
With oompallble qualilles. CBW
Box 897 TPL 22155
MOMMA BEAR SEEKS Poppa
Bear 10 snuggle with while our cubs
sleep. to help cook porridge In the
mornings, and 10 hike with Ihrough
Ihe woods 10 shed some of our
hibemallon poundage Lei's Invite
Goldilocks to BRUNCH! CBW Box
898 TPL 22156
SWM 25 , handsome, athle;c, 130
Ibs, 5'6". seeks like SWF (18-30),
to rock climb, hike, nde mounlaln
blkes, go 10 good reslaurants,
movies. elC. Send photo and phone
CBW Box 9t 1 TPL 22170 0

I'M A FUNlOVING 29 yr old,
good looking professional SWM
5'9" 160 Ibs, looking for a good
lady. She should be 24-32, fairly
allraclive, preferably 5'6" and
under With a desire 10 enjoy life. II
you're reading Ihis and fit Ihis
descriplion, rm looking forward 10
hearing from you. CBW Box 900
TPL 22158
ARE ALL THE GOOD ones taken?
Perhaps, but nol an issue.
Allraclive WM 30 looking lor
handsome, masculine MWM 30-4?
for inllmale no-strinas allached
relationship. Discretion a musl.
CBW Box 885 TPL 22144
HELP! COUPLE seeking bi-gay
female to complele triangle. Longlerm relalionshlp, comfortable
lifeslyle, eaay-going. fun people.
Exira room if needed, 10 get away
for a while. CBW Box 887 TPL
22146
WILL THE 90'S surpass Ihe 60's?
Tall former nower Child, M, seeks
quiet F soulmate for inlimale
conversallOns and woods tove
mom en Is. Parenting-oriented.
CBW Box 868 TPL 22119
GWM I'M GOOD LOOKING,
acllYe, healthy, s!raighl aCllnQ, and
have many Interesls. Seek inumale
friendship with same. If you're 1830 or so. enloy sports and
escheWing boredom, please reply.
Pholos a plus. CBW Box 893 TPL
22151

CR~ING. I Tt\oU.b\H IT WAS FAKE Ci2-\1IN(;
,0 GIi'T MI;ytL~. r~~B~~~§
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I DION", E'JEN KNOw Sri\: WAS 'B~ING
M€'AN! I J\lST1l-\OU6ItTT)-\AT WAS 14E~

NA'f~AI.. PE~SONAl..li':l! ~EN · Sl-\t

Goe'S "\ \-I'ATE M'dSE'I..F So MlU.H I
SJ-\jlVl,D COMMIT SI.lIc.\OE: .. T1-\EN [ SAlt)
"DoN''\' 00 IT BECAUSE ':jOlJ~ 6!2.EAT_"
AND OTI-\E~ ?E01'l.E We~E c.r2.':j I~(, TI1E'N
BlE~Ne WAS 'Y''jll'l(. TI\eN M(l.S.

.
CAM.E DOWN n+~ STAinS ANO
FYl.EAK'ED OUT AT Olia. E/l\OTlONS AN!>
SAIO FoQ US 1b 60 \tOM-E. ME AND ((NO~
WA-l.-I<EO \t) 6Entrrt . ANC NaN \ Gvess
WE'\C..c FR.IENO S. 01/. SOM~1't\ ING.
A\<E~

disarming smile, blg blue eyes.
Searching for an oulgoing SWM
30's, Portland area professional
wilh a strong sense fo self and
humor to show me Ihe beauty 01
Maine in the summer. Phone and
Photo please. CBW Box 930 TPL
2219t
GWM 30 5'11" tSO Ibs. Everyone's
"Mr. Nice Guy.' Tired of being Jusl
a face In Ihe crowd. Need
excilement. And a lillie myslery.
Blue eyed Scorpio seeks fun, clean
and mystenous for fnendship and
morel CBW 931
SWM
30
AMBITIOUS .
irreverent, aggressive bul
neo-conservative

professional seeks Inlelligen~ kind
non-smoking. allractive Catholic
SF wilh a sense of humor who
enjoys movies and travsl for

friendsh ip
and
possible
relallonship. Yeah- I hale this. loo!
CBW Box 932 TPL 22t92
FRIENDLY,
ATHLETIC,professl~nal SWF, 26,
enjoys hlklOg, blklOg, picniCS,
reading, danCing. long-talks, Ihe
arts, folk, classical and some rock
mUSIC, and exploring reslauranls.
Very I~ht drinker, non-smoker .. Not
in a hurry lor immediate
commitment, but would like a
profeSSional/educated SlOcere SDM under 35 to share some fun
warm limes. CBW Box 927
GM, 33, ACTIVE In Ihe arts,
IOtense. genlle, medltalor, seeks
creative

reasonably

secure

companion to share hfe's challenges,
humor, emolional honesly,
inlellectual CUriOSity, cullUre,
nalUre, quiel,non-motorlzed.nonteleviSion orienled recreation
wllhoul drugs or smoking. PO Box
15113, Porlland, ME 04101 TPL
22t73
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MEET GIRLS! GUYS!

• rYl>1O lU':sm.W>

Hear recorded messages from exciting fun lovin'
singles who describe themselves and \eave their
phone numbers for Immediate contact!

.; i&Nr HOMES

;REM'··'OVEc.T
· REES

:wANT A ;&&Nti

due to Memorial Day
the deadline for all
Classified advertising
will be

:::::

ROMANCE CONNECTION

1-900-346-8080
$1.50 1st minl75¢ add" mins

-PLAY SOCCER
-TAKE PICTURES
Ch06~e,Casc<i:' B~y

W<''ekly as a v<::hid~
for deliverlag the
message about-yolil'
")li...fri~ ·trS'tb.f"'·

..
POttJand area's moSt
.aC::tiv4 .readerS,: Ow

+The+
Venus Project
Astrological Match-Making
For Singles Who Want A Lasting Relalionship

readers want quality
SC1'Vlcc'alld
p~of"l'siorla:J$ f they

can,.1X'ust. a:~p:them

find Yoll i,rt the.

CBW Cla.!;sifi~
Questions? COntact
MelisSa J ()hfiSon

at 77.$-66i.il

The reasonable one-time fee maintains
your membership until you have the
relationship you want

Call Today for a Free Brochure
800-446-2979
8 Pheasant Lane - Lexin ton,MA02173

~~.uJ.!l:!f2l",:r 800-633-6969

D1!~e!lr:'s~!!~~E
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With Casco Bay Weekly's Talking Personals
you can not only read the personals,you can also
listen to them and leave a message of your own!

IT Do\;5N'TWEN MAne-l2.. I kNow
Yo\), A~~ SE'C.t<.I:TI..'j tiATE ME AN~WA':l"
WI-\ic.t-I WE AL'" SAID gAC.K' NO w~ DoN 'i"
D\~N I REAIX1.e;O SH-E WAS C.~'dIN& Fo/!.
j<.€'AI.. BECAUSE NO ONE VJOVI.O t=AI<E
1l-\&IR NOSE L"TlIN6 OVT A 6IGANTo~
\)~W Wl-I-iCI-\ EVE"'::l,ONE SAW. I FE'LT $0
iER?'lglk \ S.... I1)·GlNO~, ..MN I AM
So~~~ ,-.... "l:1\l Th~VI€\~O~S'nI\N6 \-IAPpeNED. SHE SAID S\-l'E WAS So~~~ rOt'lB~IN6 So M€AN 'TOM.E .sIN<.~ \ MoVro H€R.E.

attractive. Dangerous curves,

sensitive

ERSONAL
SHESAI

SWF LATE 2D'S trying something
advenlurous 10 find Ihal speciar
man for friendship or more. I am
considered very attraClive and full
of life. I am a professional and have
many interests. If you have similar
quahlies and dare to do something
different, drop me a line- il could
be fun. Pholo please. CBW Box
928 TPL 22189
GWM, 33. IF spending lime
oUldoors, seeing movies. Iraveling
the coasl, dining OUI are among
your interests and you Iille in Ihe
Gomam, BuXlon, lakes area, then
leiS meel. CBW Box 929 TPL
22190
SWF-29 A Connecticut Yankee in
King McKernan's Courl. 5'6"

1.7

Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to
find out more about the person placing the ad,
to share more about yourself, or just to see
whols out there.

Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a
Talking Personal nwnber (TPL), free! You can
leave an outgoing message so that others can hear
and leave messages or their own ror you!
To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue,
just follow these simple instructions,

1. Dial 1-900-896-2824 from any touchtone phone.
Each ""II costs 9S¢ per minute, billed to your phone.
2. When the machine answers, dial a.ccess code 22.
3. The I'lUchine wil1 ask for a specific number.
Enter the l'TPLU number listed at the end of
the ad you wish to respond to.
4. Listen to !.he recorded message· , and leave
your response if you Wish.
All calls are screened. Obscene IT1e8sages will be deleted.
·Pcrson·lO· Person advertlsc.rs may choose not to

leave an outgoing message.

24 Hour Service

Q 1..900 .. 226 .. 2003

d 1..900 ..988 ..3135
d 1..900 ..988 ..3139
Q 1..900 .. 226 .. 2007
d 1..900 ..988 ..3136
Q 1..900 .. 226 ..2004
'tJ;> 1..900 .. 226 ..2006
a 1..900..988 ..3137
Q 1..900 .. 226 .. 2005
d - 1..900 ..988 ..3138
FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!
Leave Your Name & Message Call 1..800..388..8274
$5 er min. (3 min. program)

< •
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WOMEN: Does being in love mean
being in pain? Learn how to chanae
dysfunctional relationship
patterns. Therapy group now
fomung based on ·Women Who
Love Too Much: For more
information call 871-9256
REIKI HEALING Let thiS
Japanese energy balancing
technKiue relieve your stress and
pain, leaving you mentally clear,
renewed, revitalized and feeling
GREATI Call Kristen Erico, 2nd
degree Practitioner at 773-1346
RENEWING THE Inner life Of
Spiritual Leaders. Mid-week
retreat--on Lake Winnipesaukee.
June 26 through June 28. Call
Geneva Point Conference Center,
(603) 253-4366, or Dwinell & Hall
at (207) 799-1024.

I~

EAR L Y
SOB R lET Y DECISIONS? DIRECTIONS? Help
In recognIZing where you are now,
and In mapp.lng . your progress.
groups beginning In MayIJune. Call
773-0279. Alec and Maureen
ftyslop.
REBUILmNG: After Your Love
Relationship Ends. For men and
women, we will assess where you are
In. the process .of separating,
adjusnrIQ and rebuilding your lives.
Group will meet weekly, 10 weeks,
June-August. Call 773-9625.
Carne Peterson, MA, MS.
WHOLE FOODS cooking classes
for folks In transition to a
vegetarian eating style. June 5,12,.
and 19, 6-8 pm . $45 for series
Call 774-8889 for registralion or
more information
~
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Chiropractic Natural Health Center'•
•
~
Dr. Karen Danko, D.C., N.D.
~
~

~

~
~

~

wholistic chiropractic, naturopathy
475 Stevens Ave Portland ME 04103
772-5131

~

SUPPORT GROUP for men and
women: Exchange fatigue and
thought addictions for energy and
self-esteem, through us. of
relaxation, meditation, and psychic
direction I Weekly meetings begin
May 30, 6:30-8:30 pm--$10 per
sessIOn. Call Carole Curran 8710032
BODY MASSAGE. Enrich your
life through the benefils of
massage. NOUrish yourself by
improving
circulation,
detoxification, increasing body
awareness and relaxing your
body/mind. Call Pamela Richards
MsT. at 883-0315
.
MAYBE SOMEDAY Bookstore.
Beautiful peace posters from the
Soviet Union, Chinese temple bells,
5 tockm are wa te rco 10rs an d
beeswax crayons and thoughful,
uplifting books. 195 Congress St.
Between Levinsky's and Whole
Grocer 773-3275 Mon-Sat 10-6.

~

licensed massage
therapist
Stu phillips, C.M.T.

~
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success- personal and business

house ails

\

or office appoinuncms

Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP \
cou1lselor, hypnotist, psychic
by appointment 871-0032

371-2351

:
\

childcare

I
personal development classes
\
_____________________________
A\ CASCO BAY MONTESSORI
I• ____relaxalion,
bealing, meditation, psycbic
School offers quality care in a

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER
Treatment for Addictions, ACOA Issues, and Co-dependency
IndiViduals , Groups and Couples

Lucy C. Chudzik
207-761-9096

4n

Lcensed Substance Abuse Counselor

Congress Street. Portland, ME 04 101

;?t!ol.V.(.~.H.!'OI' ),! ~ ... '<~ ... ~ ... ~.~ ...... :.t ............ ". ...... ". ... v".".:.: ... ". ...... ". ... ".".".".".". ...... ".". ... ".".".".
:

~
~
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home-like environment. Current
openings for afternoon session
11 :45 to 3:30, Art & Crafts
Program 3:30 to 5:30. Beginning
July 2, 'Summer Mornings· 9:00 to
12:00, drop off welcomed with
same day call. Also accepting
enrollment for September
Afternoon Sessions, flexible
scheduling Calf 799-2400, located
at 440 Ocean 5t South Portland
'

'41 i N (4
I

~

member AMTA
Swedisb, Polt..-ity, an(/ Deep Tissue Massage
~ 1 Mitchell Rd
: South Portland ME
799-3346

~
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SEEKING HAIRSTYLIST for
Old Port saian for men. ffyou are an
expenenced stylist, please call
871-1780 for more Info

ROOMMATES HERE! You need
them, we've got them. Ponland's
established roommate referral
service has the pertect person to
share your home, or the pertect
home for you to share I For low fees,
and professional service, call THE
ROOMMATE LOCATER 7749303
SOUTH
FREEPORT, M~
roommate wanted to share
beautiful house near harbor.
Fireplace, garden, porch, wid. No
smokers or pets, please. $325 +
utils 86S-4SSS. Avail now.
ROOMMATE M/F wanted to
share quiet house in Cape Elizabeth
near ocean. Avail. July 1st. 10-15
minutes to town. Washer/dryer.
Room w/private bath. Must be nonsmoker. h:767-4581 w:883-3936
ask for Don.
ROOMMATE AVAILABLE to
share or sublet you r apertment for
the summer. Mature, n/s
tonsiderate female looking for
same. Outside Portland or intown
ok. Call Candice 781-2330 days or
688-2218 evenings.
2 ROOMMATES needed, large
3BR, 2 firs. E. Prom area, $180 +
utils, gas heat and hot water,
security, and last month, 1 room
ready now other 6/1190 775·
4753 eves.

wanted
USED ROCK CASSETTES
wanted. Also vintage (pre-1970)
45's and C&W lP's. Cash peid. We
travel to your collection. Call Fay in
Portland 772-1442.
ADOPTION: Happy loving Maine
fami~ would like to share their love
and ives with a newborn infant. If
we can be of any assistance to you
and your baby, please call collect
Tom and Maureen at (802) 2352312.
ARTIST SEEKS MALE models
lor life drawing. All ethnic groups

~~y~xr~e~~_2~8ary·

Excelklni
HelP THE CAUSE- Part-time
Political Organizer needs PfT
work. Friendly (enough), expo
carpenter, good writer, etc. Flex.
hours. Call Dan 773-8904 or Box
153521 Portland ME 04101.

biz services

.

-'

COMMISSION
WORK:
Prolessional artist available for
private consultation on art
proJects. Will do evaluation of your
art needs (sculpture. architectural
light projects, draWing. 9raphlc
deSign). Will do initial consultanon,
appraISal, research, evaluation and
construction of projects besed on
your environmental art needs. Free
consultation, no obligation until you
give go ahead. Experience,
reasonable fees, processes and
rehable worl< done. Also, art worl<
(graphic design, sculpture, color
and charcoal drawings) for sale.
Will. matt and glass to your
specifications or sell to you direct.
Also, available as private or publk:
nude model clothed or unclothed.
Call Big Red Productions at 761 4696 and leave a message.

TREE REMOVAL, trimming
dangerous tOppings, camp Jobs.
Call us 892-7803 anytime, day or
nightNo job too big or small. Leave
~

TIRED OF OUTRAGEOUS
boatyard pnces? Tune-ups,
bottom painting, diving. small
salvage and moorings (set and
found). GUARANTEED LOWEST
RATES! East Coast Marine. Call
Collect if necessary. 892-7803
leave message.
CASCO CLEANING SERVICE
Now offering HYDRAMASTER
truck-mount steam extraction for
carpets. Very fast drying. Call
about our low ·Spring Cleaning'
rates in effect thru June. 7737510
HOUSITTER AVAILABLE for
peace of mind while you're away.
COLLEGE STUDENT with truck Reliable mature woman With
available to do odd jobs and moving. excellent references, anytime
between now and mid-August Call
Very handy and can fix most
Candice at 781-2330 days, 688everything. Excellent references,
call any time, day or night, 774- 2218 evenings.
·1 OREAM OF CLEANING· Your
2159, leave message.
tub, carpet, kitchen-your complete
RENT A WIFE Attention busy home. Let us do your dirty workexecutives, I'm the person who can spring cleaning, biweekly, and
take care of all your domestic weekly. Call Kellie 775-2473 or
needs. I can take 2 more clients:
Martha 773-8784
cleaning, laundry, shopping, SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS
organization, cooking, errands, etc. Marketing IS the process of
Call 879-7049 for appointment. creating an environment In which
Refs. r9KJuired.
the prospect sees the value of
RENT A HUSBAND Lady's: I have a dOing business with your company.
limited number 01 openings. Do you ever wonder if your
Services Include: painting, marketing is really working for
yardwork, general household
you? If you wonder, you should talk
maintenance, lifting, tugging and With a marketing prolesslonal who
hauling. Call 879-7049 for specializes in small businesses. For
appointment. Refs. required.
a free initial consultation. call
elECTRICIAN call Forrest for all EdgeMont Enterprises at 871your electrical needs. Fuses to 8964
breakers , washer/dryer/range STEWART'S PAVING both
outlets. general rewiring. LJcensed business and home Free estimates.
and Insured 24 hour service 20 20 years experience. 772-3502
vears exoerience 772-5257

PETE KELLY
Carpenter
Builder
Designer

Q

CAN'T FIND THE RIGHT WORDS?

Let us write lyrical, lucid, and letter-perfect personal
and busmess letters for you! Speeches, ceremonies,
and messages to mark special occassions, too!

LETfER BY LETTER
1-800-827-8010

773-4772

GETTING MARRIED?
NEED APHOTOGRAPHER,
but don't want 10 spend hillyour honeymoon money on one??

Rick Crockett Photography
774-4732
THE AFFORDABLE CHOICE FOR ALL OCCASIONS

P.O. Box 1864
Portland, ME

797-5054

Deedee Look Catering
Nouvelle French & American Cuisine

~~
"
.
.,,!;i'. .- ,. '"E.

GAYLE
PETTY
KANE

AUTO REPAIR

PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHER
7735221

17 years experience

CHADBOURNE PAINTING
"The Affordable Painter"

fully insured

PORTLAND AREA women's
soccer team needs players--goalie
and delense. Call 892-9662.

low labor rates
new & used parts
at discount prices

call
Robert

774-6674

FREE FREE FREE
Junk car and truck removal
Any condilion
car carrier available

HOUSEMATE WANTED to share
large Falmouth Street apertment.
Hardwood floors. high ceilings,
plenty of storage space. Household
IS independent b~t considerate.
Ava~abfe June 1. $150 a month. Cal
775-6347
RESPONSIBLE Jlbn-professlonal
needed to inhabit a homey, way cool,
4BR apt Has laundry facilities, big
sunny kitchen, cat and 3 other
Inhabitants. $145/month + 1/4
utilities. Call Frank or Dave at 7728529
SUNNY, SPACIOUS West End
apt seeks female non-smoking
roommate. Yard, garden, cats.
Please call Liz or Laura 871-0110
soonl
M/F TO SHARE sunny spacious
2BR West End apt. w/GM.
Fireplace, washer/dryer. HW,
walk-In closets, storage. $395
Includes all 871 -8636
PORTLAND WEST END Married
couple with dog and cat looking for
non-smoking, responsible person to
rent extra bedroom and share
single family house. $300 per
month plus toll phone calls. 7741682
ROOMMATE WANTED to help
find and share 2BR rental, $600800 range, starting July or later.
I'm conSiderate, neat, reserved yet
progressive. If you are 30-45 yrs
old with similar qualities, I would
like to get to know vou. 761-1549.
WEST END SUNNY 1 bedroom
Bright. $400/month, heated.
Secunty deposit. 761 -1638

learnin

l : ia'1I111.i;I;::~~:;NI:I.l~t·m:r;1;f;!.:l:1.:[illi;Itill
WOODFORDS AREA lBR WEST END SUNNY bnght l~H
effiCiency. Inc.. heaVho.' water. $400 heated. Secu'rity deposii
Washer/dryer In bUilding. Off 761-1638
street parking. $325/month 774- 39 DEERING ST ; Sunny, gracious
.
7850
PORTLAND 2-3 hd d i l l BR apt; historic building, many
k·
fi I '
w rs, orl9 In al fixtures, 3 fireplaces,
war -'"g Irep ace, decks, fully hardwood floors , coin laundry,
appllanced, 5-10 minute walk to $625 Includes heat water·
MMC and USM, sunny very clean. Security and references- 1-633:
$650/month + Utll. Call 874- 2357
2448
.

,.

LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT

OLD PORT ARMS
56 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

Quaint, spacious, one-bedroom apartments
available in a variety of styles, including
loft with oeean view, two-level with fireplace_ Our uniquely stylish apartments are
located in the heart of the Old Port. Rents
ange from $450 to S525/month plus utilities,
For an appointment caU Spectrum Inc.
weekday mornings at 797-0223

..

Bottoms up
Each of the figures at the right represents a letter of the alphabet, bottoms
up. For instance, the letter UAU looks
like this:

Spectrum Inc.

for rent

for rent
MUSIC
REHEARSAL
rooms/recording studios. Portland,
ground floor, 24 hour easy access.
774-3366

boats

.i!!It?Ti[::I-'tH:t-'I

71 AMC HORNET WAGON runs
well. $250 Call Dan 883-6635
86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4WD
All power. AMlFM cassette. Great
carl $7990 773-6830
WE MUST SELL- 88 s-10 Blazer,
auto, alc, loaded- $8800/be 88
Jetta GL 4dr, a/c, sunroof,
cassette,5 sp, 5yr/l00k warrenty,
$82001bo 871 -9229
1950 DODGE PICK-UP truck for
dale. Needs some work to get it
running again. Asking $400 but
Willing to negobate. n IS a mce one.
Call 766-2677.
8EAUTIFUL CAR 95% restored
1976 VoIkswagon Beatie. 74,000
anginal miles. Serious leqUiries only
please. Call 871-0066.
1985 ISUZU TROOPER II. 4x4,
4spd, AM-FM cassette, 991<, good
condition. $3500lbest offer, 6573438 Pklase leave message.

music lessons

.

Portland's #1 music teaclllng faciUty

CENTER FOR PERSONAL and
Professional Well-Being has both
full and part-time office space
available In attractive West End
Townhouse. Ideal situation for
counselor,. massage therapist,
acupunctunst, etc. 772-1896
ACUPUNCTURE HEALTH Care,
located near Deering Oaks Parl<,
Portland, has treatment rooms
suitable for body work available
several days per week. Also
available: theraP'l room SUitable for
Individual and/or small group work.
Daily rate: $35. Hourly rates
aVailable. Call 775-5020.

for sale

IIHill I

Can you sol ve the Real Puzzle? If so,
there is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner. Second prize receives a $15 gift certificate
from Lola's Kitchen. Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in
a fOUI-week span. Only one entry is allowed per person per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle
mustbereceivedby Wed., May 30. The
solution to this week's puzzle will
appear in the June 7 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send yOUI best guess to:

Real Puzzle #21
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

Get the message?

3 8R ANTIQUE CAPE Excellent
Portland location. Adjacent to
Payson Park. Walking dIStance to
Baxter Blvd. Old chanm and lots of
charact.r. Asking $94,000 but
owner wants olfers. Call 7748590

stuff for sale
PEANUT BUTTER LOVERS
Cheesecake. For recipe send $2
and SASE to PO Box 4284
Portland, ME 04101.
QUEEN SIZE FUTON Manress.
like brand new. Only used for 2
mos. Bargain prICed at $125. Call
Beth at 883-4646 or 775-3052.
STEINWAY ·M· . grand piano.
Action reconditioned and
regulated, $6900 . Also
LIQUIDATION SALE on new
consoles. JOSEPH'S PIANO
SERVICE, qualified RegIStered
Tuner/Technician ,
Piano
Technlaans GUild, 773-1779.
REDWOOD-CEDAR hot tub, seats
4, rust color interior, 2 yrs. old,
new $4,000, must sell. $2.500
firm. 657-3438, please leave

1)
2)
3)
4)

5)
6)
7)
8)

L I.iJ..iil
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Order your own totalty hip CBW T-Shirt by sending $12 (Cash,
Check or Money Order) and the address label below to:
casco Bay Weekly T-Shirt
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

Solution to Real Puzzle #19

DJJI
I IITIJ
ITIJI i
I [[OL....JIII..-L.....JIUJ
I III II11I II I1l1m II I i Ii I I
lOTI
i. Ji. 1!..Jllt-'i----.li~11 ! i II I ii I
. t. . ii.1JW.li.JL.i l .L1.JilL---L--L..JII I m II I E I
irrTlI I'-',iIL.Ii. . . . . ;L. . . 1I i I I !
II III i!II II iI 9 I
c:m'L.1.i....-i....JI[[]][[]]1 I ! II I!I iI iI I
I ilill IOJlliill ilil! I
I 1Ii!!II I[[]] [[01 I I IOJ
[J]][[]]I lliiill II I Ii I[[]]

9)

T-Shirts are 100% Cotton XL, and sport the CBW logo on the front pocket.

wristwatch
telephone
spectacles
pencil sharpener
cigarette lighter
film cassette

-~--------------------_________________________________________________

Na~:

Walkman
calculator
ballpoint pen

o Black
o Aqua

First prize goes to Da ve Pickering of
Saco. Second prize goes to Jennifer
Rich of Portland_

0 Pink
0 Royal Blue

Alternate color if first choice not available:

due to Memorial Day
the deadline for all
Classified advertising
will be

I II i! I

noon Friday
May 25

1990 United Feature SyndIcate.

for the May 31

CoscoBov

~

""EEIK' :Y

$15
3 weeks
your "stuff for sale"

,f you want to improve your chops and
build up your tcclmique
633 Forest Ave
in all phases of percussions ...
Pdrtland • 773-3444
check us out

.. 1990 United Feature Syndicate.

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED (BORDER AD) RATES, CALL MELISSA JOHNSON AT 775·6601

That's right, send in your ad with $15
before May 31 and we'll run it for 3
weeks! That's only $5 per week!!
Just use up to 30 words to describe
your "stuff for sale" and send it with
your check or money order:
Casco Bay Weekly
attn: Classifieds
187 Clark Street
Portland, MJ: 04102

All charges are per week.
Message:

Up 10 30 words
31·45 words
46-60 words
Each additional

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Calegory - - - - - - - - - Address

Phone (days),_ _ _ _ _ _ _ (eves)______

Tolal Number 01 Weeks _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Basic Rale _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

+ Extra Words a l _ e Each _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CBW Box

772-871216-10

$22,900

Recycle
this
paper!

Business

$ 7.00

$ 9.00

9_00
11.00
.15
word

11.00
13.00
.20

Monday noon lor TIIlIsday's newspaper.

City. Zip

$17,500

IndlVtduru

DEADLINES

772-871216-10

761-425118-5

RATES & FINE PRINT
RATES

@761-425118-5.

wagon, slandard, immaculate,
16K miles, loaded, this car
must be seenl Mike @

•

Mailing Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City:,_____________________--'State &; ZIP:_________________
DaytUnephone#: _______________________________________
VISA/MC # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Exp. date _____
Specify Color:

"'-'1

sedan, auto, immaculate,
23K miles, loaded, this car
mus1 be seen! Mike

1989 VOLVO 745TGo

-

""'If

STUDIO SPACE
TEACHER WILL TUTOR your child,
summer months, excellent references.
SAT practice also Call 772-0002 The Artist's Studio
Eves.
now has several openings.
DRAWING: Learning to See. Man
Our building is totally
evening classes, begilning June 18th
dedicated to the visual
9 wks. $225 tuition. Brochure: K.
arts and offers a unique
Boldt, 19 Birch Knowlls, Cape
and supportive
Elizabeth, ME 04107. Call 799-5728
environment to create.
INNER VISION PAfNTlNG
Classes now forming. Personal
sfaces available from
instruction by Maine artist Jane
135-275 per month
Wray in her studiO. $12 for 2 hours.
for a two room harborside
Tel 773-0446
MEN'S JOURNAL WORKSHOP
with Alfred DePew. For beginners
and
those
whojournals
want tobydeepen
and lii.~~iiiiiiiiiii~
expand
their
explonng
men's ISSUes. Every other Monday, 79 pm . June l1 -August 20, six
sesSions. $100. To regISter, call
775-3708. Leave message.
E!~g.:~~l'!£j
POTTERY LESSON beginning and
advance. Hand-building and throwing. CABIN ON 9 ACRES With private
beach . Long Island, Maine.
Studio 132 Portland. 772-4334
Electricity, rainwater, freshwater
SUMMER MUSIC RECREATION at next house, outhouse, gas stove.
program. Apply now for 10 week $350IWeek 774-1539 Elizabeth.
program starting week of June 18 LONG ISLAND cozy, comfortable
through August 26. Fee includes 3BR cottage. Immaculate. All
lessons, materials and performances. conveniences. Beautiful beach .
Call Sandy 772-5636. Leave $350Iweek. Call 839-6240 or
770-2840.
~.
LONG ISLANO near beach, tennis,
store and ferry. Sleeps 6. June
$300/wk, July and August
$400lwk. Telephone 768-2002 on
19 FT. SUNCRAFT, woodenlapweekends or 617-396-8145
streak. Hull in great condoVolvoweel<dayeves.
penta. Inboard/outboard needs
cosmetics and a captain. Nows the
time... Dan @ 883-6635
.....
_...IooI_IoiooI~fO .......
_. . _....1.1.10:_.,;;._.
GREAT SAILBOAT for salel 14
It scorpion With two life jackets, BIG LAWN SALE: Lots of good
and heavy dUty trailer. Boat is in stuff prICed for qUick sale. 9am
escellent condition. Ready for the Saturday, June2, 51 Congress
water. Trailer is great! $$00 finm. Street on corner two blocks from
Eastern Promenade. Found more
773-9728
stuff this week.

wheels

CoscoBov
~EKLV

1988 VOLVO 740GlE,

GUITAR n DRUM WORKSHOP

notices

all makes/models

CALL 774-0268

new construction
remodeling
roofing, decks
siding, additions

for rent

roommates

body & soul

19

Complete paymenl must accompany all advertising.
NO REFUNDS. There is a $10 charge lor all
relurned checks.
Bring or mail ads with payment 10:
Casco Bay Weekly
Classilied Dept.
187 Clark Streel
Portland, ME 04102
Monday·Friday 9 10 5
or call 775-6601

$5.00/wk _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Talking Personal Line _ _ _N_o_C_ha_r..::Q:..,.e_ __
Check One y.. O noO
COST PER WEEK
Multiply cost by n u m b e r - - - - - - - - - - of weeks ad will run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TOTAL DUE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o Check or Money Order enclosed
Card'

o VISA
Exp. date

0 MasterCard

POLICY

CBW will not prinl ads Ihaf seek 10 buy or sell semi serYices
for money orgoods, or ads with purely sexual conlent COW will
nol prinllull names, slreel addresses, or phone numbers in lhe
PERSON TO PERSON section. PERSON TO PERSON advertisers
must eitherpnrvide a Post Office 001 number in lheir ad or use lite
COW 001 Service. All inlonnafion concerning PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept striclly confidential. COW reserves lhe righl 10
catagorize, reluse or edit ads due to inappropria1e coRlent, ell:.

WHAT IS A WORD?

Awont is considered a wont when il has I space Oft both sides.
Aphone number is one wont. Punctuation is lree.

ERRORS

caw shall nol be liable tor Iny typognphical errors, omissions,

or changes in Ihead which do no Iffecllhe vakle or conlanl 01
lhe Id or substanlially change lhe meaning.

REFUNDS

Classified ads are nol relundable. Cradit will be issued when a
liable error has been detennined_

--

..

.--------------------------'
We're Moving to
Moulton Street!

* Outside
Patio with a
View of the Bay!
* Additional
Inside seating
with Air Conditioning!

SOUPS

•

MAINE EVENT

SAN D WIeHE S

•

FR.IDAY
JUNE 8
7:30PM

SALAD S

"A Healtby Alternative"
10 Moulton St. • Open 7 am-9 pm • 774-4342

- - Bus Service -

----

DOORS OPEN AT 6:30

LOGAN AIRPORT
DOWNTOWN BOSTON
~..

' - - - - - At Your Service- - -----.J

CMC CENTER, PORTLAND
TICKETS $14& $18

- CONNECTING SERVICE TONEW ENGLAND AND NEW YORK

Tickets available at:
All Ticketron outlets
Teletron 1·800·382·8080
Civic Center Box Office 775.3458

Call for Schedules and Information
828-1151 or 1-800-258-7111

±CD
Dc.../2fffT
TRAIL WAYS

CUMBERlAND COUNTY

Presented by

•

Terminal:
16 Forest Ave.
Downtown Portland

, .\ lanheatf-

Productions. Inc.
to benefit The Maine Health
Foundation, Inc. and People
LivingWrthAIDS in Maine

MAKE PAUL'S YOUR HOLlDAY~.o".~
WEEKEND HEADQUARTERS!

For every $1.00 you spend at
Paul's, you get one XTRA CASH
stamp. Save 36 stamps on a
Saver Card and purchase an

XTRA CASH FEATURE

XTRA CASH BONUS SPECIALS BE
SELECT ONE WITH EACH FILLED CERTIFICATE

SAVEBOcr: 2 Liter

POLAR SODA
SAVE Sacr: Lays reg. $1.39

POTATO CHIPS
SAVE $1.00 IGA Half Gal.

ICE CREAM
SAVE $1.00 IGA 12oz.

SLICED CHEESE

59C1: PEANUT BUTTER 99¢
59C1: PERDUE FRANKS 59C1:
$1 19 socr:
SAVES1.00IGA180z.

jij[iDEA~AM$1~. ~f"ij~KI$1
~B.
HAMBURG OR
JORDAN'S HOT OR MILD

SAVE

99C1:

$1~.

Crisp lceburg

LETTUCE
$

B~CONSCH

. NEW, ,REUSABLE CANVAS

ON
LAND 1 Lb·

$3
TOTE BAGS

99

99 C1:

WITH 2
XTRA CASH
SAVER
CARDS.

$5.99
•

WITHOUT
CARDS.

3 Lbs. OR MORE

ITALIAN SAUSAGE CHICKEN THIGHS FRANK ROLLS

SAVE $1.00 1 Lb. Pkg.

•

COME OUT
FOR

e $1~19

PAY YOUR UTILITY BillS AT PAUl'SI
CMP • PHONE • CABLE • GAS • WESTERN UNION • BOTH STORES

~
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
(") •
-----------------------------~

:~ DOUBLE ~!:: STAMPS

•d
•

YOU GET 2 XTRA CASH STAMPS FOR EACH
$1.00 YOU SPEND WITH THIS COUPON.

i:

~~~M
5/31JOr:

~--------------------------~~INTOWNFOOD
585 CONGRESS ST.
CONGRESS SQUARE
M - Sat. 7am-6pm • Sun. 8am-6pm

